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IN THE CHANCERY COURT FOR RUTHERFORD 

COUNTY AT MURFREESBORO 

 

James Estes, et al.,       ) 

         ) 

         ) 

         ) 

  PLAINTIFFS      ) 

         )   No.  10CV-1443 

V         )   

         ) 

Rutherford County Regional Planning Commission, and the  )   

Rutherford County Board of Commissioners, et al.,    )   

         ) 

  DEFENDANTS     ) 

 

 

BRIEF FOR LOUIE E. JOHNSTON JR. AS AMICUS CURIAE 

 United States of America Citizen Louie E. Johnston Jr. respectfully submits this brief as amicus 

curiae. 

 Plaintiffs have put into controversy whether Islam is a religion and whether a mosque is entitled to 

preferential treatment as a place of religious assembly for legal purposes.  Author, Historian Louie E. 

Johnston Jr. submits this brief to assist this Court in resolving these issues, and more specifically to 

expose the outrageous errors and omissions alleged by the United States Attorney, Jerry Martin, in his 

AMICUS CURIAE  BRIEF filed with this Honorable Court.  As set forth more fully below, under the 

United States Constitution and historical documentation directly from the Library of Congress, including 

documentation just recently researched, compiled, and documented by Author, Historian Louie E. 

Johnston Jr., contained in his book “THE Christian Nation Revolution, Regeneration” (ISBN 0-9659022-

5-0  currently available only by membership to www.thechristiannation.us ) a copy of which is submitted 

as evidence, it is uncontroverted that Islam is not a “religion” as defined by our Founding Fathers, or by 

historical definition,  and is not entitled to preferential treatment of any kind, including this instant case 

that would render great offense and loss of Civil Liberties to individual members of the “Christian 

http://www.thechristiannation.us/
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Religion”, long held by the Supreme Court to be protected against actions and offenses of any other so 

called “religion”.  Further, a mosque is not simply a “place of religious assembly”, and has never been. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

On September 16, 2010, a group of landowners in Rutherford County (Plaintiffs) filed suit against,  

among others, the Rutherford County Regional Planning Commission and the Rutherford County Board 

of Commissioners (“the County”) alleging that the County violated various provisions of Tennessee Law, 

including the Tennessee Open Meetings Act, Tenn. Code. 8-44-101, et seq., when it approved a site plan 

authorizing the Islamic Center of Murfreesboro (“ICM”) to construct a mosque and Islamic center in 

Rutherford County, Tennessee. 

 On September 22, 2010, the Plaintiffs filed an amended complaint requesting damages and a 

temporary restraining order enjoining the construction of the mosque and Islamic Center.  In addition to 

alleging violations of Tennessee law, the amended complaint alleged that the County had violated the 

Plaintiff‟s rights under the Due Process Clause of the United States and Tennessee Constitutions when the 

County allegedly failed to determine whether the Islamic Center is entitled to protection under the First 

Amendment.  See Amended Complaint 11 (September 22, 2010).  Consistent with this allegation, counsel 

for the Plaintiffs questioned a Rutherford County Commissioner, Robert Peay, about whether the ICM is a 

religious organization.  The Plaintiffs also directly put at issue whether Islam is a religion entitled to First 

Amendment protection. (See Trial Transcript Vol 3, 77, September 29, 2010 “Q. Can you show me where the 

United States of America’s Government has recognized Islam as a religion?...Q. I’m telling you it needs to be 

decided.”) 

II. INTEREST OF CITIZEN LOUIE E. JOHNSTON JR. AUTHOR, HISTORIAN 

Louie E. Johnston Jr. has an interest in these proceedings because the pleadings and testimony 

vitally impact with potential irreparable harm the federal civil rights of a United States Christian 
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Patriot Citizen, his children, grandchildren, his extended Christian Church family, and our posterity, 

all such rights guaranteed by the United States Constitution and other Federal Historical Documents, 

and Tennessee State Constitution, by putting at issue whether Islam is a “religion”, a preferential 

religion above the Christian Religion, and whether operating a mosque is a religious use of property, 

or a preferential religious use of property above the Christian Religion. 

Having recently completed extensive personal research of historical documents directly from the 

Library of Congress, compiled in his 488 page book “THE Christian Nation Revolution, 

Regeneration”, Louie E. Johnston Jr. is compelled to share newly discovered evidence that has direct 

impact on the instant case, particularly in light of the gauntlet thrown down by the Amicus Curiae 

Brief filed by the United States Attorney Jerry Martin, which was full of errors and omissions that 

Louie E. Johnston Jr. simply cannot allow to stand or influence this Honorable Court to error.  An 

example of which is the outrageous and condescending “summarization” as to what Thomas Jefferson 

thought and meant in his bill “The Virginia Act for Establishing Religious Freedom”, because what 

the U.S. Attorney states was the intent of Thomas Jefferson does not even remotely appear in the 

original document from the Library of Congress, which of course the U.S. Attorney could have 

chosen to find and submit as is the normal “best evidence” option. 

That he did not choose to submit the actual document, but instead “summarize what he really 

intended”, reeks of the arrogance of a condescending government attempting to “bully pulpit” past the 

truth for an agenda, inferring the citizens of Rutherford County would buy their “pig in a poke”. 

The original document, however, is attached below and Louie E. Johnston Jr. can indeed read for 

himself, as can this Honorable Court, to determine for ourselves if all or none of the words claimed by 

the U.S. Attorney are included, in any way. 

Note the U.S. Attorney‟s statement is proven false instead…” Well aware that the opinions and 

belief of men depend not on their own will, but follow involuntarily the evidence proposed to 
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their minds, that Almighty God hath created the mind free, and manifested his Supreme will 

that free it shall remain, by making it altogether insusceptible to restraint: …That the impious 

presumption of legislators and rulers, civil as well as ecclesiastical, who, being themselves but 

fallible and uninspired men, have affirmed dominion over the faith of others, setting up their 

own opinions and modes of thinking, as the only true and infallible, and as such, endeavoring to 

impose them on others, hath established and maintained false religions over the greatest part of 

the world, and through all time:  (Islam and other religions were “false religions”, anti Christian.) 

The crucial point in this case is exposed here for this Honorable Court and the World to see.  Why 

would a U.S. Attorney go to such lengths to undermine the truth from being exposed that Thomas 

Jefferson and the Founding Fathers found Islam to be a “False Religion” in their historical documents, 

according to their definition of the word “religion”, upon which the entire Constitution, Amendments, 

and Rights were based?  Why quote a definition from any party except the principles who made law? 

James Madison, [1785, Memorial and Remonstrance Against Religious Assessments, a Bill of the 

General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Virginia] …”Because we hold it for a fundamental and 

undeniable truth, “that religion or the duty which we owe to our creator and the manner of 

discharging it, can be directed only by reason and conviction, not by force or violence.” 

 Further, “…This right is in its nature an unalienable right.  It is unalienable, because the 

opinions of men, depending only on the evidence contemplated by their own minds cannot follow the 

dictates of other men;  It is unalienable also, because what is here a right towards men, is a duty 

towards the Creator.  It is the duty of every man to render to the Creator such homage and such only 

as he believes to be acceptable to him.  This duty is precedent, both in order of time and degree of 

obligation, to the claims of Civil Society.  Before any man can be considered as a member of 

Civil Society, he must be considered as a subject of the Governour of the Universe: And if a 

member of Civil Society, do it with a saving of his allegiance to the Universal Sovereign.” 
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Historical documentation cannot be defeated, diminished, destroyed, demeaned, or dismissed, even by 

political agenda driven agents on a mission incompatible with truth. 

Louie E. Johnston Jr. has for the past 8 years served as an unpaid minister to the Homeless, as Founder and 

Director of Layman Lessons Inc., a Tennessee Non Profit Church for the Homeless, collecting and distributing 

Food and Clothing, providing Life Skills Training and Transition from the streets to productive lives. 

Layman Lessons Inc. successfully prosecuted a Federal Precedent setting case  in the United States District 

Court for Middle Tennessee a Civil action against the City of Millersville for violation of the Religious Land 

Use and Institutionalized Persons Act of 2000 (“RLUIPA”), when the City attempted to prevent use of its 

property.   

Therefore, the RLUIPA “responsibilities” and issues stated in the Amicus Curiae Brief of U.S. Attorney 

Jerry Martin are well known to Louie E. Johnston Jr., by unique experience in defending his Civil Rights and 

the rights of his Church to the use and enjoyment of its property, having sued successfully with the aid of the 

ACLJ in Civil Court, and without any assistance from the United States Attorney who was not compelled to 

defend the rights of this Christian Church, but now defends and declares Islam is entitled to preferential 

treatment as a “religion”, and by such declaration overtly declares Islam is entitled to preferential treatment 

over the Christian Religion, in direct contradiction to the following Supreme Court cases, where Stare Decisis 

should be invoked by the U.S. Attorney in this instant case to protect these rulings, but in reality has been 

completely and totally ignored by this U.S. Attorney in his rush to make a declaration that Islam is a “religion” 

deserving of preferential treatment over the Christian Religion.  This cannot stand in light of the truth. 

Since the U.S. Attorney has thrown down the gauntlet on this issue, for whatever motives imposing his 

declaration that the issue of “Religion” has been decided, attempting to impose upon a County Court in this 

sovereign State of Tennessee a position of preference to Islam that violates the rights of Louie E. Johnston Jr. 

and all citizens of THE Christian Nation, submitting fatally flawed and prejudicial anti Christian pleadings that 

suppress the truth, it is by his choice, the time, place and case to bring Truth and Light forward to expose his 

declaration for what it truly is…  

Louie E. Johnston Jr. now brings before this Honorable Court the 3 real root issues of this instant case: 
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1. Is Islam the “religion” as defined by our Founding Fathers?  

2. Is Islam a “Founding Father recognized religion” that is to receive preferential treatment over the 

Christian Religion? 

3. Is a mosque “the same as a Church or Synagogue…a place set aside solely for Worship of God of 

the Holy Bible”? 

 

SUPREME COURT HISTORICAL RECORDS ARE CLEAR AND ARE “SETTLED LAW” 

UNDER “STARE DECISIS” HISTORICAL LEGAL GUIDELINES…  

1844, Vidal v. Girard's Executors, 43 U.S. 126,132.  (Instant case emphasis in bold or in italics) 

Lawyers speaking for the City of Philadelphia, which opposed the establishment of a Deist school by 

a Frenchman named Stephen Girard, argued:  

The plan of education proposed is anti-Christian, and therefore repugnant to the law....The 

purest principles of morality are to be taught. Where are they found? Whoever searches for them must 

go to the source from which a Christian man derives his faith -- the Bible...There is an obligation to 

teach what the Bible alone can teach, viz. a pure system of morality...  

Both in the Old and New Testaments [religious instruction's] importance is recognized. In the Old 

it is said, 'Thou shalt diligently teach them to thy children,' and the New, 'Suffer the little children to 

come unto me and forbid them not...' No fault can be found with Girard for wishing a marble college 

to bear his name forever, but it is not valuable unless it has a fragrance of Christianity about it. 

The United States Supreme Court agreed, and in a unanimous opinion read by Justice Joseph 

Story ruled as follows:  

Christianity...is not to be maliciously and openly reviled and blasphemed against, to the 

annoyance of believers or the injury of the public...It is unnecessary for us, however, to consider 

the establishment of a school or college, for the propagation of...Deism, or any other form of 

infidelity.  
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Such a case is not to be presumed to exist in a Christian country...Why may not laymen instruct 

in the general principles of Christianity as well as ecclesiastics...  

And we cannot overlook the blessings, which such [lay] men by their conduct, as well as their 

instructions, may, nay must, impart to their youthful pupils. Why may not the Bible, and especially the 

New Testament, without note or comment, be read and taught as a divine revelation in the [school] -- 

its general precepts expounded, its evidences explained and its glorious principles of morality 

inculcated?...  

Where can the purest principles of morality be learned so clearly or so perfectly as from the New 

Testament?  

It is also said, and truly, that the Christian religion is a part of the common law of 

Pennsylvania... 

1890, The United States v. the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints v. United States, 136 

U.S.  

The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that polygamy could not be practiced in the United States, 

stating that:  

“It is contrary to the spirit of Christianity and the civilization which Christianity has produced in 

the Western world”. 

1892, Church of the Holy Trinity v. United States. 

This powerful ruling by the U.S. Supreme Court chronicles Christianity's central role in shaping 

America's political institutions and traditions:  

Our laws and our institutions must necessarily be based upon and embody the teachings of the 

Redeemer of mankind. It is impossible that it should be otherwise; and in this sense and to this 

extent our civilization and our institutions are emphatically Christian.  
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No purpose of action against religion can be imputed to any legislation, state or national, 

because this is a religious people. This is historically true. From the discovery of this continent to 

the present hour, there is a single voice making this affirmation.  

The commission to Christopher Columbus...[recited] that 'it is hoped that by God's assistance 

some of the continents and islands in the ocean will be discovered...'  

The first colonial grant made to Sir Walter Raleigh in 1584...and the grant authorizing him to 

enact statutes for the government of the proposed colony provided that they 'be not against the true 

Christian faith...'  

The first charter of Virginia, granted by King James I in 1606...commenced the grant in these 

words: '...in propagating of Christian religion to such people as yet live in darkness...'  

Language of similar import may be found in the subsequent charters of that colony...in 1609 and 

1611; and the same is true of the various charters granted to the other colonies. In language more or 

less emphatic is the establishment of the Christian religion declared to be one of the purposes of the 

grant. The celebrated compact made by the Pilgrims in the Mayflower, 1620, recites: 'Having 

undertaken for the Glory of God, and advancement of the Christian faith...a voyage to plant the first 

colony in the northern parts of Virginia...'  

The Fundamental Orders of Connecticut, under which a provisional government was instituted in 

1638-1639, commence with this declaration: 'And well knowing where a people are gathered 

together, the Word of God requires that to maintain the peace and union...there should be an 

orderly and decent government established according to God...to maintain and preserve the liberty 

and purity of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus which we now profess...of the said Gospel [which] is 

now practiced amongst us.'  
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In the Charter of Privileges granted by William Penn to the province of Pennsylvania, in 1701, it 

is recited: '...No people can be truly happy, though under the greatest enjoyment of civil liberties, if 

abridged of...their religious profession and worship...'  

Coming nearer to the present time, the Declaration of Independence recognizes the presence of the 

Divine in human affairs in these words:  

'We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are 

endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights...appealing to the Supreme Judge of 

the world for the rectitude of our intentions...And for the support of this Declaration, with firm 

reliance on the Protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our lives, our 

fortunes, and our sacred honor.'  

We find everywhere a clear recognition of the same truth...because of a general 

recognition of this truth [that we are a Christian nation], the question has seldom been 

presented to the courts...  

There is no dissonance in these declarations. There is a universal language pervading them all, having 

one meaning; they affirm and reaffirm that this is a religious nation. These are not individual sayings, 

declarations of private persons: they are organic utterances; they speak the voice of the entire people.  

While because of a general recognition of this truth the question has seldom been presented to the 

courts, yet we find that in Updegraph v. the Commonwealth, it was decided that, Christianity, 

general Christianity, is, and always has been, a part of the common law...not Christianity with an 

established church...but Christianity with liberty of conscience to all men.  

And in The People v. Ruggles, Chancellor Kent, the great commentator on American law, 

speaking as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of New York, said: 'The people of this State, in 

common with the people of this country, profess the general doctrines of Christianity, as the rule of 
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their faith and practice...We are a Christian people, and the morality of the country is deeply engrafted 

upon Christianity, and not upon the doctrines or worship of those impostors [other religions].'  

And in the famous case of Vidal v. Girard's Executors, this court observed: 'It is also said, and 

truly, that the Christian religion is a part of the common law...'  

If we pass beyond these matters to a view of American life as expressed by its laws, its business, its 

customs and its society, we find everywhere a clear recognition of the same truth. Among other matters 

note the following: The form of oath universally prevailing, concluding with an appeal to the 

Almighty; the custom of opening sessions of all deliberative bodies and most conventions with prayer; 

the prefatory words of all will, 'In the name of God, amen', the laws respecting the observance of the 

Sabbath, with the general cessation of all secular business, and the closing of courts, legislatures, and 

other similar public assemblies on that day; the churches and church organizations which abound in 

every city, town and hamlet; the multitude of charitable organizations existing everywhere under 

Christian auspices; the gigantic missionary associations, with general support, and aiming to establish 

Christian missions in every quarter of the globe.  

These, and many other matters which might be noticed, add a volume of unofficial declarations to 

the mass of organic utterances that this is a Christian nation...we find everywhere a clear recognition 

of the same truth.  

The happiness of a people and the good order and preservation of civil government essentially depend 

upon piety, religion and morality.  

Religion, morality, and knowledge [are] necessary to good government, the preservation of liberty, 

and the happiness of mankind. 

1948, McCollum v. Board of Education  

In this powerful ruling, the Supreme Court defined the crucial and central role of Christianity in the 

history of American education:  
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Traditionally, organized education in the Western world was Church education. It could hardly be 

otherwise when the education of children was primarily study of the Word and the ways of God. Even in 

the Protestant countries, where there was a less close identification of Church and State, the basis of 

education was largely the Bible, and its chief purpose inculcation of piety. 

 

 

 

Marsh v. Chambers  

 

463 U.S. 783 (1983) 

 

Facts of the Case: 

 

Chambers was a member of the Nebraska state legislature who objected to its chaplaincy 

policy. The clergyman who opened each session with a prayer was paid by public funds. 

The District Court objected to the use of public money to pay the preachers salary while 

the Appellate Court objected to the prayer being offered.  

 

 

Decision:  

 

By a 6-3 vote the Supreme Court permitted the practice of beginning the legislative 

session with a prayer given by the publicly funded chaplain.  

 

Majority Opinion: (Chief Justice Burger) 

 

“The use of prayer is embedded in the nations history and tradition. That the practice of 

the Nebraska legislature is consistent with the framers intent is proven by their use 

of chaplains. Additionally, the Supreme Court and Congress have traditionally 

begun their sessions with prayers. Individual states do not have to abide by more 

stringent First Amendment limits than the federal government. The Establishment 

Clause does not always bar a state from regulating conduct simply because it 

harmonizes with religious concerns.  Because of the principles upon which the nation 

has developed, religion has become part of the fabric of society. The offering of the 

prayer is a tolerable acknowledgment of beliefs widely held among the people of this 

country.The public payment of the chaplain is historically allowable because it was done 

by the Continental Congress years earlier. The pervasiveness of involving prayer with 

governmental activity without adverse effect has shown that there is no real threat from 

continuing the practice.” 

 

 

Significance: 

http://caselaw.findlaw.com/cgi-bin/getcase.pl?court=US&vol=463&invol=783
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The Court placed a heavy reliance on looking to history and the intent of the framers 

in reaching this decision. Because the practice had been done for many years, it had 

become a communication of shared values rather than a decidedly religious practice.  

 

Joseph Story 

A Congressman and Professor of Law at Harvard, Joseph Story was appointed to the Supreme 

Court in 1811 by James Madison, the Father of the U.S. Constitution. He served on the Court for 34 

years. Story's great work, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States, is considered a classic 

of American jurisprudence. He was instrumental in establishing the illegality of the slave trade. He also 

convincingly argued that the United States of America was built on the principles of Christianity. In a 

speech at Harvard, Story stated bluntly:  

There never has been a period of history, in which the Common Law did not recognize 

Christianity as lying at its foundation. 

In his work, A Familiar Exposition of the Constitution of the United States, Justice Story, had this 

to say about the purpose the First Amendment:  

We are not to attribute this prohibition of a national religious establishment [in the First 

Amendment] to an indifference to religion in general, and especially to Christianity (which none could 

hold in more reverence than the framers of the Constitution)....  

Probably, at the time of the adoption of the Constitution, and of the Amendment to it now under 

consideration, the general, if not the universal, sentiment in America was, that Christianity ought to 

receive encouragement from the State so far as was not incompatible with the private rights of conscience 

and the freedom of religious worship.  

Any attempt to level all religions, and to make it a matter of state policy to hold all in utter 

indifference, would have created universal disapprobation, if not universal indignation. 

In other words, the purpose of the First Amendment was to protect a religious people from the 

government -- not to protect the government from a religious people. It is perfectly all right, under the 

First Amendment, for the Government of the United States to favor Christianity over other faiths -- 

so long as other faiths are not persecuted by the government, and so long as the national government 

does not attempt to set up a national church, such as the Anglican Church in England. In his 

Commentaries on the Constitution, Justice Story stated:  

It yet remains a problem to be solved in human affairs, whether any free government can be 

permanent where the public worship of God, and the support of religion, constitutes no part of the policy 

or duty of the state in any assignable shape. 

In fact, in his commentary on the purpose of First Amendment, Justice Story stated:  

“The real object of the First Amendment was not to countenance much less to advance 

Mohammedanism, or Judaism, or infidelity, by prostrating Christianity, but to exclude all rivalry 

among Christian sects [denominations] and to prevent any national ecclesiastical patronage of the 

national government.” 

 

Chief Justice John Marshall on Christian Leaders 
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Chief Justice Marshall was appointed in 1801 by Thomas Jefferson, and said: “No person, I 

believe, questions the importance of religion to the happiness of man even during his existence in this 

world. The American population is entirely Christian; and with us Christianity and religion are 

identical. It would be strange indeed if, with such a people, our institutions did not presuppose 

Christianity, and did not often refer to it and exhibit relations with it.” 

 

Reynolds vs the United States (1879) 

In Reynolds vs the United States, a Mormon man challenged the federal law prohibiting 

polygamy. The Supreme Court ruled that the First Amendment absolutely protected religious belief 

but not necessarily religious conduct. If this were not the case, the court reasoned, human sacrifice 

for example would have to be allowed where religion required it. Thus the precedent was clearly 

established that government could control some types of religious conduct. 

 

 

 

 

“RELIGION” DEFINED by the Founding Fathers, as to what The Constitution actually protects. 

 James Madison, [1785, Memorial and Remonstrance Against Religious Assessments, a Bill of the 

General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Virginia] …”Because we hold it for a fundamental and 

undeniable truth, “that religion or the duty which we owe to our creator and the manner of 

discharging it, can be directed only by reason and conviction, not by force or violence.” 

 Further, “…This right is in its nature an unalienable right.  It is unalienable, because the opinions 

of men, depending only on the evidence contemplated by their own minds cannot follow the dictates of 

other men;  It is unalienable also, because what is here a right towards men, is a duty towards the Creator.  
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It is the duty of every man to render to the Creator such homage and such only as he believes to be 

acceptable to him.  This duty is precedent, both in order of time and degree of obligation, to the claims of 

Civil Society.  Before any man can be considered as a member of Civil Society, he must be 

considered as a subject of the Governour of the Universe: And if a member of Civil Society, do it 

with a saving of his allegiance to the Universal Sovereign. 

 George Washington‟s Farewell address states…”The name of American, which belongs to you, in 

your national capacity, must always exalt the just pride of Patriotism, more than any appellation derived 

from local discriminations.  With slight shades of difference, you have the same religion” and later “It 

is impossible to rightly govern the world without God and Bible.” 

 Patrick Henry, May 1765 Speech to the House of Burgesses…”It cannot be emphasized too 

clearly and too often that this nation was founded, not by religionists, but by Christians; not on 

religion, but on the gospel of Jesus Christ.  For the very reason, peoples of other faiths have been 

afforded asylum, prosperity, and freedom of worship here.” 

 John Jay (The Correspondence and Public Papers of John Jay, 1794-1826, Henry P Johnston, editor, 

Volume  IV, p.365)…”Whether our religion permits Christians to vote for infidel rulers is a question which 

merits more consideration that it seems yet to have generally received either from the clergy or the laity.  

It appears to me that what the prophet said to Jehoshaphat about his attachment to Ahab [“Shouldest thou 

help the ungodly and love them that hate the Lord?” 2 Chronicles 19:2] affords a salutary lesson.” 

Wikipedia…”Religion is the belief in and worship of a god or gods.”  Religion religionem (nom. 

religio) "respect for what is sacred, reverence for the gods,"
 
 "obligation, the bond between man and the 

gods") is derived from the Latin religiō. 

Religion is actually a Roman word, signifying “obligation to the government”. A Roman citizen 

could no more be disloyal to his country than to “the gods”.  This conviction gave to the government a 

religious character, and made it invincible in war and strong in governmental authority and influence.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Worship
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gods
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin_language
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Cicero, in one of his addresses, refers to the religious element of the Roman empire in these words—

“However much we may be disposed to exalt our advantages, it is, nevertheless, certain that we have been 

surpassed in population by the Spaniards, in physical force by the Gauls, in shrewdness and cunning by 

Carthage, in the fine arts by Greece, and in mere native talents by some of our Italian fellow-countrymen; 

but in the single point of attention to religion we have excelled all other nations, and it is to the favorable 

influence of this circumstance upon the character of the people that I account for our success in acquiring 

the political and military ascendency we now enjoy throughout the world.” 

American Christians have long neglected the heritage that God has given us through our Christian 

forefathers, so the vast majority of American Christians are ignorant of the Christian character of our civil 

government institutions. Furthermore, there has been a long-standing effort of anti-Christian scholars and 

propagandists to de-Christianize American civil government, law, and life.  

Largely because of their ignorance, many Christians have been misled by the disinformation 

generated by anti-Christian writers who have obscured or denied the Christian nature of our heritage of 

civil government and law.  

That heritage was not perfect but it was superior to the heritage of any other people on earth, and 

both Christians and non-Christians benefited immeasurably from our God-given heritage of Christian 

influence upon civil government and law in America. 

Early American citizen and statesmen knew what Romans 13 and the Bible as a whole make so 

clear:  

 

That civil government is not neutral among religions and philosophies of men but instead is a 

ministry of the sovereign God who created and rules His universe and world, and works out His eternal 

plan and holy will in history.  Our forefathers in the faith did not retreat from involvement in society and 
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politics. They did not turn civil government, the making, enforcement, and adjudication of laws, over to 

Satan and those who serve him.  

They did not surrender the ministry of civil government to those who are in rebellion against God. 

Instead, they sought to base civil government and law upon the truth. 

They understood that God is the Lord of history who rules the lives of nations by His divine 

providence, and that He is in authority over our nation as well over all others. They knew that our nation‟s 

civil government and law must be based upon God‟s laws and principles of justice if we are to enjoy His 

blessings upon our land and people. 

They comprehended that all men are sinners, and that man‟s sinful nature has particularly 

destructive consequences when it is allowed to vent itself through the power of civil government.  

They understood that true religion, Christianity, virtue, and liberty are inseparably united, and that 

liberty cannot long be preserved in the absence of virtue among the people and their representatives. 

Where there is no godly vision, no understanding of the nature of God and of His dealings with 

men, the people perish.  

 

Alexis de Tocqueville (from Louie E. Johnston’s book THE Christian Nation Revolution) 

Alexis de Tocqueville was the famous 19th century French statesman, historian 
and social philosopher. He traveled to America in the 1830s to discover the reasons for 
the incredible success of this new nation. He published his observations in his classic 

two-volume work, Democracy in America.  

He was especially impressed by America's religious character. Here are some 

startling excerpts from Tocqueville's great work:  

Upon my arrival in the United States the religious aspect of the country was the 
first thing that struck my attention; and the longer I stayed there, the more I perceived 
the great political consequences resulting from this new state of things.  

In France I had almost always seen the spirit of religion and the spirit of freedom 
marching in opposite directions. But in America I found they were intimately united and 
that they reigned in common over the same country.  

Religion in America...must be regarded as the foremost of the political institutions 
of that country; for if it does not impart a taste for freedom, it facilitates the use of it. 
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Indeed, it is in this same point of view that the inhabitants of the United States 
themselves look upon religious belief.  

I do not know whether all Americans have a sincere faith in their religion -- for 
who can search the human heart? But I am certain that they hold it to be indispensable 
to the maintenance of republican institutions. This opinion is not peculiar to a class of 
citizens or a party, but it belongs to the whole nation and to every rank of society.  

In the United States, the sovereign authority is religious...there is no country in the world where 

the Christian religion retains a greater influence over the souls of men than in America, and there can 

be no greater proof of its utility and of its conformity to human nature than that its influence is 

powerfully felt over the most enlightened and free nation of the earth.  

In the United States, the influence of religion is not confined to the manners, but it extends to 

the intelligence of the people...  

Christianity, therefore, reigns without obstacle, by universal consent...  

I sought for the key to the greatness and genius of America in her harbors...; in her fertile fields 

and boundless forests; in her rich mines and vast world commerce; in her public school system and 

institutions of learning. I sought for it in her democratic Congress and in her matchless Constitution.  

Not until I went into the churches of America and heard her pulpits flame with righteousness 

did I understand the secret of her genius and power.  

America is great because America is good, and if America ever ceases to be good, America will 

cease to be great.  

The safeguard of morality is religion, and morality is the best security of law as well as the 

surest pledge of freedom.  

The Americans combine the notions of Christianity and of liberty so intimately in their minds, 

that it is impossible to make them conceive the one without the other.  

Christianity is the companion of liberty in all its conflicts -- the cradle of its 

infancy, and the divine source of its claims. 

Tocqueville gives this account of a court case in New York:  

While I was in America, a witness, who happened to be called at the assizes of 
the county of Chester (state of New York), declared that he did not believe in the 
existence of God or in the immortality of the soul. The judge refused to admit his 
evidence, on the ground that the witness had destroyed beforehand all confidence of the 
court in what he was about to say. The newspapers related the fact without any further 
comment. The New York Spectator of August 23rd, 1831, relates the fact in the following 
terms:  

"The court of common pleas of Chester county (New York), a few days since rejected a witness who 

declared his disbelief in the existence of God. The presiding judge remarked, that he had not before 

been aware that there was a man living who did not believe in the existence of God; that this belief 
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constituted the sanction of all testimony in a court of justice: and that he knew of no case in a 

Christian country, where a witness had been permitted to testify without such belief." 
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109 Quran verses of Jihad 
The “Holy War” of Islam, for Muslims requiring the murder of Christians and Jews, rejecting God 

of the Holy Bible, embracing “Allah” the Moon god of Arabia.  These verses prove beyond shadow 

of doubt, that God of The Holy Bible, whose Word states “Thou Shalt not Murder”, “Thou Shalt 

have no other Gods before me”, “Thou shalt not make any graven image”, is not “Allah” the Moon 

god of Arabia, whose “Word”, the Quran, requires Murder, Worship of a god (Allah) who is not 

God of the Holy Bible, and whose graven image (Crescent moon and star) is worshipped. 
  
 

Quran (2:191-193) - "And slay them wherever ye find them, and drive them out of the places whence they 

drove you out, for persecution [of Muslims] is worse than slaughter [of non-believers]...and fight them 

until persecution is no more, and religion is for Allah."  There is a good case to be made that the textual 

context of this particular passage is defensive war, even if the historical context was not.  However, there 

are also two worrisome pieces to this verse.  The first is that the killing of others is authorized in the event 

of "persecution" (a qualification that is ambiguous at best).  The second is that fighting may persist until 

"religion is for Allah."  The example set by Muhammad is not reassuring. 

 

  

 

Quran (2:244) - "Then fight in the cause of Allah, and know that Allah Heareth and knoweth all things."  

 

  

 

Quran (2:216) - "Fighting is prescribed for you, and ye dislike it. But it is possible that ye dislike a thing 

which is good for you, and that ye love a thing which is bad for you. But Allah knoweth, and ye know 

not."  Not only does this verse establish that violence can be virtuous, but it also contradicts the myth that 

fighting is intended only in self-defense, since the audience was obviously not under attack at the time.  

From the Hadith, we know that Muhammad was actually trying to motivate his people into raiding 

caravans with this verse. 

 

  

 

Quran (3:56) - "As to those who reject faith, I will punish them with terrible agony in this world and in 

the Hereafter, nor will they have anyone to help." 

 

  

 

Quran (3:151) - "Soon shall We cast terror into the hearts of the Unbelievers, for that they joined 

companions with Allah, for which He had sent no authority".  This speaks directly of polytheists, yet it 

also includes Christians, since they believe in the Trinity (ie. what Muhammad incorrectly believed to be 

'joining companions to Allah'). 

 

  

 

Quran (4:74) - "Let those fight in the way of Allah who sell the life of this world for the other. Whoso 

fighteth in the way of Allah, be he slain or be he victorious, on him We shall bestow a vast reward."  The 

martyrs of Islam are unlike the early Christians, led meekly to the slaughter.  These Muslims are killed in 
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battle, as they attempt to inflict death and destruction for the cause of Allah.  Here is the theological basis 

for today's suicide bombers. 

 

  

 

Quran (4:76) - "Those who believe fight in the cause of Allah…" 

 

  

 

Quran (4:89) - "They but wish that ye should reject Faith, as they do, and thus be on the same footing (as 

they): But take not friends from their ranks until they flee in the way of Allah (From what is forbidden). 

But if they turn renegades, seize them and slay them wherever ye find them; and (in any case) take no 

friends or helpers from their ranks." 

 

  

 

Quran (4:95) - "Not equal are those believers who sit (at home) and receive no hurt, and those who strive 

and fight in the cause of Allah with their goods and their persons. Allah hath granted a grade higher to 

those who strive and fight with their goods and persons than to those who sit (at home). Unto all (in Faith) 

Hath Allah promised good: But those who strive and fight Hath He distinguished above those who sit (at 

home) by a special reward,-"  This passage criticizes "peaceful" Muslims who do not join in the violence, 

letting them know that they are less worthy in Allah's eyes.  It also demolishes the modern myth that 

"Jihad" doesn't mean holy war in the Quran, but rather a spiritual struggle.  Not only is the Arabic word 

used in this passage, but it is clearly not referring to anything spiritual, since the physically disabled are 

given exemption.  (The Hadith reveals the context of the passage to be in response to a blind man's protest 

that he is unable to engage in Jihad and this is reflected in other translations of the verse). 

 

  

 

Quran (4:104) - "And be not weak hearted in pursuit of the enemy; if you suffer pain, then surely they 

(too) suffer pain as you suffer pain..."  Is pursuing an injured and retreating enemy really an act of self-

defense? 

 

  

 

Quran (5:33) - "The punishment of those who wage war against Allah and His messenger and strive to 

make mischief in the land is only this, that they should be murdered or crucified or their hands and their 

feet should be cut off on opposite sides or they should be imprisoned; this shall be as a disgrace for them 

in this world, and in the hereafter they shall have a grievous chastisement" 

 

  

 

Quran (8:12) - "I will cast terror into the hearts of those who disbelieve. Therefore strike off their heads 

and strike off every fingertip of them"  No reasonable person would interpret this to mean a spiritual 

struggle. 
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Quran (8:15) - "O ye who believe! When ye meet those who disbelieve in battle, turn not your backs to 

them. (16)Whoso on that day turneth his back to them, unless maneuvering for battle or intent to join a 

company, he truly hath incurred wrath from Allah, and his habitation will be hell, a hapless journey's 

end."  

 

  

 

Quran (8:39) - "And fight with them until there is no more persecution and religion should be only for 

Allah"   According to Ibn Ishaq (324), Muhammad justified the violence further by explaining that "Allah 

must have no rivals." 

 

  

 

Quran (8:57) - "If thou comest on them in the war, deal with them so as to strike fear in those who are 

behind them, that haply they may remember."  

 

  

 

Quran (8:59-60) - "And let not those who disbelieve suppose that they can outstrip (Allah's Purpose). Lo! 

they cannot escape.  Make ready for them all thou canst of (armed) force and of horses tethered, that 

thereby ye may dismay the enemy of Allah and your enemy." 

 

  

 

Quran (9:5) - "So when the sacred months have passed away, then slay the idolaters wherever you find 

them, and take them captives and besiege them and lie in wait for them in every ambush, then if they 

repent and keep up prayer and pay the poor-rate, leave their way free to them."  According to this verse, 

the best way of staying safe from Muslim violence is to convert to Islam.  Prayer (salat) and the poor tax 

(zakat) are among the religions Five Pillars. 

 

  

 

Quran (9:14) - "Fight them, Allah will punish them by your hands and bring them to disgrace..." 

 

  

 

Quran (9:20) - "Those who believe, and have left their homes and striven with their wealth and their lives 

in Allah's way are of much greater worth in Allah's sight. These are they who are triumphant."  The 

"striving" spoken of here is Jihad. 

 

  

 

Quran (9:29) - "Fight those who believe not in Allah nor the Last Day, nor hold that forbidden which hath 

been forbidden by Allah and His Messenger, nor acknowledge the religion of Truth, (even if they are) of 

the People of the Book, until they pay the Jizya with willing submission, and feel themselves subdued."  

"People of the Book" refers to Christians and Jews.  This was one of the final "revelations" from Allah 
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and it set in motion the tenacious military expansion, in which Muhammad's companions managed to 

conquer two-thirds of the Christian world in just the next 100 years.  Islam is intended to dominate all 

other people and faiths. 

 

 

 

 

Quran (9:30) - "And the Jews say: Ezra is the son of Allah; and the Christians say: The Messiah is the son 

of Allah; these are the words of their mouths; they imitate the saying of those who disbelieved before; 

may Allah destroy them; how they are turned away!"  

 

  

 

Quran (9:38-39) - "O ye who believe! what is the matter with you, that, when ye are asked to go forth in 

the cause of Allah, ye cling heavily to the earth? Do ye prefer the life of this world to the Hereafter? But 

little is the comfort of this life, as compared with the Hereafter. Unless ye go forth, He will punish you 

with a grievous penalty, and put others in your place."  This is a warning to those who refuse to fight, that 

they will be punished with Hell. 

 

  

 

Quran (9:41) - "Go forth, light-armed and heavy-armed, and strive with your wealth and your lives in the 

way of Allah! That is best for you if ye but knew."  See also the verse that follows (9:42) - "If there had 

been immediate gain (in sight), and the journey easy, they would (all) without doubt have followed thee, 

but the distance was long, (and weighed) on them"  This contradicts the myth that Muslims are to fight 

only in self-defense, since the wording implies that battle will be waged a long distance from home (in 

another country and on Christian soil, in this case, according to the historians).  

 

 

 

 

Quran (9:73) - "O Prophet! strive hard against the unbelievers and the hypocrites and be unyielding to 

them; and their abode is hell, and evil is the destination."  Dehumanizing those who reject Islam, by 

reminding Muslims that they are merely firewood for Hell, makes it easier to justify slaughter.  It also 

explains why today's devout Muslims have little regard for those outside the faith. 

 

  

 

Quran (9:88) - "But the Messenger, and those who believe with him, strive and fight with their wealth and 

their persons: for them are (all) good things: and it is they who will prosper."  

 

 

 

 

Quran (9:111) - "Allah hath purchased of the believers their persons and their goods; for theirs (in return) 

is the garden (of Paradise): they fight in His cause, and slay and are slain: a promise binding on Him in 
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truth, through the Law, the Gospel, and the Quran: and who is more faithful to his covenant than Allah? 

then rejoice in the bargain which ye have concluded: that is the achievement supreme."  

 

  

 

Quran (9:123) - "O you who believe! fight those of the unbelievers who are near to you and let them find 

in you hardness." 

 

  

 

Quran (8:65-81) - This parable lays the theological groundwork for honor killings, in which a family 

member is murdered because they brought shame to the family, either through apostasy or perceived 

moral indiscretion.  The story, which is not found in any Jewish or Christian source, tells of Moses 

encountering a man with "special knowledge" who does things which don't seem to make sense on the 

surface, but are then justified according to later explanation.  One such action is to murder a youth for no 

apparent reason (74).  However, the wise man later explains that it was feared that the boy would "grieve" 

his parents by "disobedience and ingratitude."  He was killed so that Allah could provide them a 'better' 

son. 

 

  

 

Quran (21:44) - "We gave the good things of this life to these men and their fathers until the period grew 

long for them; See they not that We gradually reduce the land (in their control) from its outlying borders? 

Is it then they who will win?"  

 

  

 

Quran (25:52) - "Therefore listen not to the Unbelievers, but strive against them with the utmost 

strenuousness..."   "Strive against" is Jihad - obviously not in the personal context.  It's also significant to 

point out that this is a Meccan verse. 

 

  

 

Quran (33:60-62) - "If the hypocrites, and those in whose hearts is a disease, and the alarmists in the city 

do not cease, We verily shall urge thee on against them, then they will be your neighbors in it but a little 

while.  Accursed, they will be seized wherever found and slain with a (fierce) slaughter."   This passage 

sanctions the slaughter (rendered "merciless" and "horrible murder" in other translations) against three 

groups: Hypocrites (Muslims who don't act like Muslims should), those with "diseased hearts" (which 

include Jews and Christians 5:51-52), and "alarmists" or "agitators who include those who merely speak 

out against Islam, according to Muhammad's biographers.  It is worth noting that the victims are to be 

sought out by Muslims, which is what today's terrorists do.  If this passage is meant merely to apply to the 

city of Medina, then it is unclear why it is included in Allah's eternal word to Muslim generations. 

 

  

 

Quran (47:3-4) - "Those who reject Allah follow vanities, while those who believe follow the truth from 

their lord.  Thus does Allah set forth form men their lessons by similtudes.  Therefore when you meet in 
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battle those who disbelieve, then smite the necks until when you have overcome them, then make (them) 

prisoners,"  Those who reject Allah are to be subdued in battle.  The verse goes on to say the only reason 

Allah doesn't do the dirty work himself is in order to to test the faithfulness of Muslims.  Those who kill 

pass the test. "But if it had been Allah's Will, He could certainly have exacted retribution from them 

(Himself); but (He lets you fight) in order to test you, some with others. But those who are slain in the 

Way of Allah,- He will never let their deeds be lost."  

 

  

 

Quran (47:35) - "Be not weary and faint-hearted, crying for peace, when ye should be uppermost (Shakir: 

"have the upper hand") for Allah is with you,"  This very important verse asserts that the Religion of 

Peace is not to grant peace to the broader society until Islamic rule has been established.   

 

  

 

Quran (48:17) - "There is no blame for the blind, nor is there blame for the lame, nor is there blame for 

the sick (that they go not forth to war). And whoso obeyeth Allah and His messenger, He will make him 

enter Gardens underneath which rivers flow; and whoso turneth back, him will He punish with a painful 

doom."  Contemporary apologists sometimes claim that Jihad means 'spiritual struggle.'  Is so, then why 

are the blind, lame and sick exempted? 

 

  

 

Quran (48:29) - "Muhammad is the messenger of Allah. And those with him are hard (ruthless) against 

the disbelievers and merciful among themselves"  Islam is not about treating everyone equally.  There are 

two very distinct standards that are applied based on religious status. 

 

  

 

Quran (61:4) - "Surely Allah loves those who fight in His way"  Religion of Peace, indeed!  This is 

followed by (61:9): "He it is who has sent His Messenger (Mohammed) with guidance and the religion of 

truth (Islam) to make it victorious over all religions even though the infidels may resist."  

 

  

 

Quran (61:10-12) - "O ye who believe! Shall I lead you to a bargain that will save you from a grievous 

Penalty?- That ye believe in Allah and His Messenger, and that ye strive (your utmost) in the Cause of 

Allah, with your property and your persons: That will be best for you, if ye but knew! He will forgive you 

your sins, and admit you to Gardens beneath which Rivers flow, and to beautiful mansions in Gardens of 

Eternity."  This verse was given in battle.  It uses the Arabic word, Jihad. 

 

  

 

Quran (66:9) - "O Prophet! Strive against the disbelievers and the hypocrites, and be stern with them. Hell 

will be their home, a hapless journey's end."  The root word of "Jihad" is used again here.  The context is 

clearly holy war, and the scope of violence is broadened to include "hypocrites" - those who call 

themselves Muslims but do not act as such. 
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From the Islam Hadith: 
 

  

 

Bukhari (52:177) - Allah's Apostle said, "The Hour will not be established until you fight with the Jews, 

and the stone behind which a Jew will be hiding will say. "O Muslim! There is a Jew hiding behind me, so 

kill him."  

 

  

 

Bukhari (52:256) - The Prophet... was asked whether it was permissible to attack the pagan warriors at 

night with the probability of exposing their women and children to danger. The Prophet replied, "They 

(i.e. women and children) are from them (i.e. pagans)."    

 

  

 

Bukhari (52:220) - Allah's Apostle said... 'I have been made victorious with terror' 

 

  

 

Abu Dawud (14:2526) - The Prophet (peace_be_upon_him) said: Three things are the roots of faith: to 

refrain from (killing) a person who utters, "There is no god but Allah" and not to declare him unbeliever 

whatever sin he commits, and not to excommunicate him from Islam for his any action; and jihad will be 

performed continuously since the day Allah sent me as a prophet until the day the last member of my 

community will fight with the Dajjal (Antichrist) 

 

  

 

Abu Dawud (14:2527) - The Prophet said: Striving in the path of Allah (jihad) is incumbent on you along 

with every ruler, whether he is pious or impious 

 

  

 

Muslim (1:33) - the Messenger of Allah said: I have been commanded to fight against people till they 

testify that there is no god but Allah, that Muhammad is the messenger of Allah 

 

  

 

Bukhari (8:387) - Allah's Apostle said, "I have been ordered to fight the people till they say: 'None has the 

right to be worshipped but Allah 
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Muslim (1:149) - "Abu Dharr reported: I said: Messenger of Allah, which of the deeds is the best? He (the 

Holy Prophet) replied: Belief in Allah and Jihad in His cause..." 

 

  

 

Muslim (20:4645) - "...He (the Messenger of Allah) did that and said: There is another act which elevates 

the position of a man in Paradise to a grade one hundred (higher), and the elevation between one grade 

and the other is equal to the height of the heaven from the earth. He (Abu Sa'id) said: What is that act? He 

replied: Jihad in the way of Allah! Jihad in the way of Allah!" 

 

  

 

Muslim (20:4696) - "the Messenger of Allah (may peace be upon him) said: 'One who died but did not 

fight in the way of Allah nor did he express any desire (or determination) for Jihid died the death of a 

hypocrite.'" 

 

  

 

Muslim (19:4321-4323) - Three separate hadith in which Muhammad shrugs over the news that innocent 

children were killed in a raid by his men against unbelievers.  His response: "They are of them (meaning 

the enemy)."  

 

  

 

Tabari 7:97  The morning after the murder of Ashraf, the Prophet declared, "Kill any Jew who falls under 

your power."  Ashraf was a poet, killed by Muhammad's men because he insulted Islam.  Here, 

Muhammad widens the scope of his orders to kill.  An innocent Jewish businessman was then slain by his 

Muslim partner, merely for being non-Muslim. 

 

  

 

Tabari 9:69  "Killing Unbelievers is a small matter to us"  The words of Muhammad, prophet of Islam. 

 

  

 

Ibn Ishaq: 327 - “Allah said, „A prophet must slaughter before collecting captives. A slaughtered enemy is 

driven from the land. Muhammad, you craved the desires of this world, its goods and the ransom captives 

would bring. But Allah desires killing them to manifest the religion.‟” 

 

  

 

Ibn Ishaq: 990 - Lest anyone think that cutting off someone's head while screaming 'Allah Akbar!' is a 

modern custom, here is an account of that very practice under Muhammad, who seems to approve. 
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Ibn Ishaq: 992 - "Fight everyone in the way of Allah and kill those who disbelieve in Allah."  

Muhammad's instructions to his men prior to a military raid. 

 
  
  

  Violent verses of the Quran have played a key role in actual massacre and genocide.  This includes 

the brutal slaughter of tens of millions of Hindus for five centuries beginning around 1000 AD with 

Mahmud of Ghazni's bloody conquest, including the massacre of those defending their temples from 

destruction.  Buddhism was very nearly wiped off the Indian subcontinent.  Judaism and Christianity met 

the same fate (albeit more slowly) in areas conquered by Muslim armies, including the Middle East, North 

Africa and parts of Europe, including today's Turkey.    

  

Muslim apologists often claim that Islam only attacked in self-defense, this is not only an 

oxymoron, but it is flatly contradicted by the accounts of Muslim historians and others going back to the 

time of Muhammad. 

 

  The strangest and most untrue thing that can be said about Islam is that it is a Religion of Peace.  

If every standard by which the West is judged and condemned (slavery, imperialism, intolerance, 

women's rights, sexuality, civility, warfare...) were applied equally to Islam, the verdict would be 

absolutely devastating.   

 

Islam has proven it is not “religion” as defined by our Founding Fathers, or “the duty which we 

owe to our Creator and the manner of discharging it”, but rather an oppressive, tyrannical political 

governing system that Muhammed himself said “is inseparable”, and does not distinguish between 

spiritual, military, and political components of its system that forces itself into every facet of life of every 

human follower, with openly documented requirement of believers to either convert or kill every 
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Christian and Jew on planet earth, in the name of the Moon god of Arabia, they call Allah.  The fact they 

have an “Allah”, Quran, Habith, and the 5 pillars of Islam proves their god is not our God, our Creator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Islamic Terror Attacks to Date in 2010  Alone 

…of the 16,235 Total Islamic Terror Attacks Since 9/11 to Date 

Date Country City Killed Injured Description 

2010.07.31 Pakistan North Waziristan 2 0 
Two Afghan refugees are abducted and shot to 
death by Islamic fundamentalists. 

2010.07.31 Iraq Tarmiya 3 8 
Three civilians on a minibus are taken out by Jihadi 
bombers. 

2010.07.31 Iraq Yusufiya 4 11 
Four rescue workers are lured to the scene of an 
earlier bombing and then blasted in a second 
attack. 

2010.07.30 Afghanistan Kunduz 3 19 
Children are among the casualites when a suicide 
bomber detonates at a soccer game. 

2010.07.30 Iraq Buhriz 4 0 
Four members of a family are blasted to death by 
al-Qaeda bombers. 

2010.07.30 Afghanistan Kandahar 2 1 
A mother and child are exterminated by Jihadi 
bombers. 

2010.07.30 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 
A young pregnant woman is tortured and murdered 
in a suspected honor killing. 

2010.07.29 Iraq Adhamiya 16 14 
al-Qaeda terrorists stage a brutal attack on a 
neighborhood, killing sixteen people and burning 
their bodies. 

2010.07.29 Pakistan Kurram 10 0 
Shia terrorists pull ten Sunnis from their homes and 
shoot them to death, then torch the houses. 

2010.07.29 Afghanistan Ghazni 8 3 
Eight security guards are ambushed and murdered 
by religious extremists. 

2010.07.29 Iraq Shurqat 4 11 
A Fedayeen suicide bomber takes down four 
Iraqis. 

2010.07.28 Iraq Mosul 5 6 
A young girl is among five Iraqis murdered in a 
series of Mujahideen attacks. 

2010.07.28 Iraq Fallujah 2 8 
Children are among the casualties of an Islamic 
bombing outside a rival mosque. 

2010.07.28 Afghanistan Zabul 6 3 
Six civilians are killed in two Taliban roadside 
bombings. 

2010.07.28 Afghanistan Nimroz 25 20 Twenty-five bus passengers are murdered in a 

http://www.thereligionofpeace.com/Pages/TheList.htm
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bloody bombing by Sunni fundamentalists. 

2010.07.28 Iraq Karbala 16 37 
Jihadis take down sixteen innocents in a rocket 
attack. 

2010.07.28 Iraq Baghdad 6 15 
Six people waiting in line at a bank lose their place 
in life, courtesy of Muslim bombers. 

2010.07.28 Afghanistan Heart 2 0 
Two Italian soldiers are killed by a Taliban roadside 
bomb while guarding a highway. 

2010.07.27 Iraq Baghdad 1 4 A civilian is taken out by a roadside bomb. 

2010.07.27 Thailand Yala 1 0 
A 26-year-old man is gunned down by Islamic 
insurgents. 

2010.07.27 Somalia Mogadishu 13 40 
At least thirteen civilians are killed when Hizbul 
Islam terrorists attack a government building. 

2010.07.27 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
A 50-year-old villager is murdered outside his hom 
by Muslim gunmen. 

2010.07.27 Thailand Pattani 2 0 
Two civilians are shot to death by Muslim militants 
in separate drive-bys. 

2010.07.27 Nigeria Maiduguri 32 0 
At least thirty-two policemen are assassinated and 
'roasted like animals' by Boko Haram Islamists. 

2010.07.27 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
Suspected Islamists storm a home and kill a 
woman and her son. 

2010.07.26 Yemen Lahej 4 9 
al-Qaeda gunmen take down four local soldiers in 
an ambush. 

2010.07.26 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
A 55-year-old Buddhist teacher is shot to death by 
Islamic militants while driving home. 

2010.07.26 Paksitan Swat 4 4 
Islamic gunmen ambush a family vehicle, leaving 
four dead, including two children. 

2010.07.26 Pakistan Darra Adamkhel 5 0 
Three children are killed when Islamic terrorists fire 
a rocket into a family home. 

2010.07.26 Iraq Karbalah 40 68 
Sunni bombers take out about forty Shia pilgrims in 
twin bombings. 

2010.07.26 Iraq Baghdad 4 16 
A suicide bomber targets a news channel staff, 
killing four members. 

2010.07.26 Pakistan Peshawar 8 23 
Two children are among eight people murdered 
when a suicide bomber detonates outside the 
home of a family mourning an earlier killing. 

2010.07.25 Iraq Mosul 7 2 
A child is among seven Iraqis killed in a Jihad 
bombing and separate shooting attack. 

2010.07.25 Yemen Shabwa 6 0 
Six soldiers sitting in a car are machine-gunned to 
death by al-Qaeda at point-blank range. 

2010.07.25 Mali Baskno 1 0 al-Qaeda beheads a 78-year-old French hostage. 

2010.07.25 Pakistan Khyber 2 0 
Mujahideen pull two occupants out of a vehicle and 
shoot them in the back of the head. 

2010.07.25 Algeria Kabylie 1 8 A suicide bomber murders a night watchman. 

2010.07.24 Afghanistan Khost 1 20 
Muslim radicals plant a bomb in a mosque that kills 
one person. 

2010.07.24 Dagestan Kizlyarsky 3 0 
Muslim militants shoot three local soldiers to death 
in their vehicle. 
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2010.07.24 Pakistan Naushehra 1 1 
A young man is gunned down by the Taliban while 
standing outside his home. 

2010.07.24 Iraq Basra 1 4 
An innocent civilian is murdered by a Jihad 
bomber. 

2010.07.24 Iraq Mosul 2 18 
A shooting and a bombing at a store, leave two 
people dead. 

2010.07.23 Pakistan Bajaur 3 0 
The Taliban blow three members of a peace 
committee to kingdom come. 

2010.07.23 Pakistan Lahore 1 5 
A police officer is taken down in an Islamist 
bombing. 

2010.07.23 India Poonch 1 1 An army officer is killed by a terrorist landmine. 

2010.07.23 Afghanistan Logar 1 1 
The Taliban ambush a vehicle carrying two US 
sailors, killing one and kidnapping the other. 

2010.07.23 Dagestan Chernyaevka 2 4 
Children are among the casualties when Muslim 
gunmen open up on a school bus in one of two 
separate attacks. 

2010.07.23 Afghanistan Kandahar 2 2 
Two local cops are blown to bits by Sunni 
bombers. 

2010.07.23 Jordan Deir Alla 1 0 
A man machine-guns his 16-year-old niece after 
she loses her virginity from a sexual assault. 

2010.07.22 Pakistan Rawalpindi 0 2 Two Christian girls are gang-raped by Muslims. 

2010.07.22 Yemen Ataq 6 1 
Six local soldiers are taken down in an al-Qaeda 
ambush. 

2010.07.22 India Kishtwar 1 0 
A 42-year-old contractor is abducted, tied up, 
tortured and then beheaded by Holy Warriors. 

2010.07.22 Iraq Mosul 9 10 
An imam and a baker are among nine people 
murdered in various ways in several Mujahid 
attacks. 

2010.07.22 Iraq Baghdad 3 15 
Muslim terrorists send rockets into a commercial 
district, killing three people. 

2010.07.21 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
A civilian is gunned down by Muslim militants while 
on his way home from a tea shop. 

2010.07.21 Russia Baksanskaya 2 0 
Islamic militants murder two guards at a power 
plant. 

2010.07.21 India Kishtwar 1 0 
Mujahideen beat a shopkeeper in his home in front 
of his family, then pull him out and shoot him. 

2010.07.21 Iraq Mosul 1 1 
A woman is killed, and her child injured, by Jihadi 
bombers. 

2010.07.21 Iraq Abu Saida 15 44 
At least fifteen innocents are blown to bits in a 
bombing outside a mosque. 

2010.07.20 Yemen Harf Sufyan 34 12 
Thirty-four people are killed when two Shiite groups 
clash over 'ideological differences.' 

2010.07.20 Iraq Qurat Tabba 8 22 
Jihadis blow up a market, killing at least eight 
patrons. 

2010.07.20 Afghanistan Baghlan 6 0 
Six police officers are beheaded by Islamic 
fundamentalists. 

2010.07.20 Iraq Qsaireen 6 8 Six Iranian pilgrims are sent straight to Allah by a 
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Sunni suicide bomber at a restaurant. 

2010.07.20 Afghanistan Mazar-i-Sharif 3 2 
Two NATO civilians and an Afghan soldier are 
gunned down by a rogue Afghan soldier. 

2010.07.20 Kenya Liboi 1 1 
al-Shabaab snipers attack a Kenyan military patrol 
across the border, killing one officer. 

2010.07.20 Pakistan Khar 1 0 
A local soldiers is shot to death in a terrorist 
ambush. 

2010.07.19 Pakistan Faislabad 2 1 
Two Christian brothers who were pastors, are 
accused of blasphemy and then brutally gunned 
down outside a courthouse while in chains. 

2010.07.19 Iraq Fallujah 1 0 
al-Qaeda members kill a local leader with a car 
bomb. 

2010.07.19 Iraq Mosul 4 5 
A Fedayeen suicide bomber plows into another 
vehicle and detonates, leaving at least four dead. 

2010.07.19 Afghanistan Kandahar 6 4 
Religious extremists assassinate six local police 
with a roadside bomb. 

2010.07.19 Iraq Baqubah 4 15 Holy warriors bomb a cafe killing four Iraqis. 

2010.07.18 Pakistan Sargodha 6 20 
Six Shia worshippers lose their lives, and several 
others are dismembered when a Sunni suicide 
bomber visits their mosque. 

2010.07.18 Afghanistan Kabul 3 42 
Sunni fundamentalists take out three civilians in a 
bomb attack. 

2010.07.18 Iraq Balasim 48 50 
Nearly fifty people are shredded into pieces by 
suicide bombers striking two crowds. 

2010.07.18 Somalia Lasanod 1 0 Islamic militants assassinate a court official. 

2010.07.18 Thailand Pattani 2 0 
A middle-aged Buddhist man is among two people 
shot to death by Islamists in separate attacks. 

2010.07.18 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
A Malaysian karaoke bar owner is shot to death by 
Muslim extremists. 

2010.07.18 Somalia Mogadishu 12 43 
A dozen people are left dead after a reported al-
Shabaab attack. 

2010.07.17 Nigeria Jos 10 14 
Young children are among ten Christians hacked to 
death in their homes by Muslims, who also burn a 
church. 

2010.07.17 Pakistan Kurram 18 2 
A brutal ambush on Shia civilians by Sunni radicals 
leaves eighteen dead. 

2010.07.17 Iraq Tuz Khormato 2 3 
Two boys are murdered in what is thought to be a 
sectarian bombing. 

2010.07.17 Algeria Tebessa 4 0 
Four people are killed in a suspected al-Qaeda 
bombing. 

2010.07.16 Iraq Fallujah 2 0 
A teacher is among two civilians shot to death by 
Islamic terrorists. 

2010.07.16 Iraq Abu Ghraib 3 2 
Jihadis take down three Iraqis with a roadside 
bomb. 

2010.07.16 Dagestan Makhachkala 1 0 
A Pentacostal pastor and father of five is shot in 
the head by Muslim extremists. 

2010.07.16 Pakistan Tirah Valley 10 14 Three children are among ten innocents blown to 
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bits at a marketplace by Religion of Peace 
advocates. 

2010.07.16 Pakistan North Waziristan 2 0 
The Taliban execute two men by strapping 
dynamite to their bodies. 

2010.07.16 Thailand Yala 2 1 
A 53-year-old Buddhist woman bleeds to death 
after Islamists set off two bombs, killing two people. 

2010.07.16 Turkey Diyarbakir 1 0 
A young member of an Islamist organization is 
arrested for strangling his 17-year-old sister in an 
honor killing a month earlier. 

2010.07.16 Ethiopia Addis Ababa 0 1 
A Christian convert is brutally be beaten by angry 
Muslims. 

2010.07.15 Iran Zahedan 27 80 
At least twenty-seven people are killed when a 
Sunni suicide bomber takes out a mosque full of 
Shia worshippers. 

2010.07.15 Pakistan Mingora 6 45 
Six innocents are taken down by a suicide bomber, 
including women and children. 

2010.07.15 Iraq Mahmoudiya 2 10 
Two people are killed by a bomb planted on a 
motorcycle. 

2010.07.15 Iraq Tikrit 9 15 
A Mujahid car bomb along a city street takes down 
nine Iraqis. 

2010.07.15 Pakistan Sukkur 5 6 
Five members of a church, including the pastor are 
brutally shot to death outside the building by 
Religion of Peace advocates. 

2010.07.14 Pakistan Bostikhel 2 0 
Two brothers are abducted and beheaded by 
religious extremists. 

2010.07.14 Yemen Zijibar 3 10 
Hooded al-Qaeda militants assault a government 
building. At least three defenders are killed. 

2010.07.14 Thailand Yala 1 0 A villager is gunned down by Islamic terrorists. 

2010.07.14 Iraq Baghdad 1 0 
A university professor is assassinated by 
suspected fundamentalists. 

2010.07.14 Iraq Amiriya 4 7 
Three women and a child are brutally slaughtered 
in the home of a Sufi cleric by sectarian Jihadis. 

2010.07.14 Iraq Baghdad 2 4 
Jihadis take down two civilians with a roadside 
bomb. 

2010.07.13 Afghanistan Kandahar 9 9 
A suicide bomb attack on an Afghan security 
headquarters leaves nine dead, including five 
civilians. 

2010.07.13 Afghanistan Paktika 2 0 
Two security guards are sent to Allah by Taliban 
roadside bombers. 

2010.07.13 Iraq Baghdad 2 5 Two local cops are taken down by Jihad bombers. 

2010.07.13 Afghanistan Helmand 9 0 
Sunni hardliners manage to take down nine Afghan 
civilians by bombing their minibus. 

2010.07.13 Iraq Yusufiya 5 0 
Five members of a family are brutally slaughtered 
in their own home by al-Qaeda. 

2010.07.13 Iraq Khalis 3 7 
Three people are killed by a terrorist bombing while 
protesting terrorist bombings. 

2010.07.13 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 
A woman is shot to death by her son in an honor 
killing. 
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2010.07.13 Pakistan Karachi 0 1 
A Christian woman is raped and then thrown from 
a roof by a Muslim doctor. 

2010.07.13 Afghanistan Helmand 3 4 
A 'renegade' Afghan soldier shoots three British 
(Gurkha) troops to death in their sleep. 

2010.07.13 Dagestan Derbent 1 3 Terrorists fire on a group of youth, killing one. 

2010.07.13 Afghanistan Uruzgan 1 0 
Fundamentalists set up a fake roadblock and then 
shoot a motorist to death. 

2010.07.12 Afghanistan Helmand 0 21 
Twenty-one civilians are wounded by a Taliban 
blast at a crowded bazaar. 

2010.07.12 India Nadia 0 3 
Three Hindu girls are gang-raped and tortured by a 
group of Muslims. The youngest two are 13-years-
old. 

2010.07.12 Pakistan Karachi 1 1 
A seminary teacher's driver is killed during an 
assassination attempt by disgruntled 
fundamentalists. 

2010.07.12 Pakistan Orakzai 1 4 
Islamists blow up a primary school and kill a 
security official. 

2010.07.12 Thailand Narathiwat 1 1 
Islamic insurgents ambush and murder a 55-year-
old cop. 

2010.07.11 India Doda 1 0 
A civilian is cut down outside his home by 
Mujahideen gunmen. 

2010.07.11 Pakistan Quetta 1 0 
A man is kidnapped and tortured to death by 
sectarian rivals. 

2010.07.11 Iraq Dania 1 2 A civilian is killed in a Jihad bombing. 

2010.07.11 Uganda Kampala 76 65 
Over seventy innocent people watching the World 
Cup are blown to bits in two separate bombings by 
Islamic extremists. 

2010.07.10 Afghanistan Kabul 11 0 
Eleven policemen are killed in two Taliban terror 
attacks. 

2010.07.10 Dagestan Makhachkala 1 0 A senior judge is assassinated by Islamic terrorists. 

2010.07.10 Afghanistan Paktia 11 0 
Eleven Shia men are shot to death by Sunni rivals 
in a sectarian attack. 

2010.07.10 Pakistan Makeen 3 5 
Tehreek-e-Taliban ambush a police post, killing 
three officers. 

2010.07.10 Afghanistan Kandahar 1 5 
Islamists use a remote-controlled bomb on a 
motorcycle to take down a civilian. 

2010.07.10 India Gari Madhiya 2 0 
A 16-year-old girl and her lover are honor killed 
execution style by her family. 

2010.07.09 Jordan Naur 1 0 
A married woman suspected of having an extra-
marital affair is stabbed to death by her brothers. 

2010.07.09 Pakistan Mohmand 105 75 

Children are among over one hundred innocents 
blown apart by a suicide bomber while they are 
waiting in line for humanitarian aid, including 
wheelchairs. 

2010.07.09 Iraq Baghdad 6 20 
A Shahid suicide successfully takes out six Iraqis in 
a neighborhood. 

2010.07.08 Afghanistan Paktia 6 0 
Six civilians are crushed by debris when hardliners 
fire a rocket into a bazaar. 
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2010.07.08 Pakistan Karachi 0 7 
Seven Hindus are badly beaten after one of them 
(a boy) drinks water from a mosque. 

2010.07.08 Philippines Talipao 3 0 
Three men are hacked to death by Abu Sayyaf 
ambushers. 

2010.07.08 Iraq Baghdad 28 98 
Twenty-eight more Shia pilgrims are massacred in 
at least four separate Sunni bomb attacks. 

2010.07.07 Iraq Fallujah 5 4 A Fedayeen suicide bomber takes out five Iraqis. 

2010.07.07 Iraq Abu Ghraib 5 6 
al-Qaeda gunmen target the homes of policemen 
and other officials, leaving several family members 
dead. 

2010.07.07 Afghanistan Kabul 1 0 Talibanis gun down a cop. 

2010.07.07 Somalia Elasha 2 3 
A teenager is among two people slain when Islamic 
fundamentalists toss a grenade into a house where 
people are watching the World Cup. 

2010.07.07 Iraq Baghdad 54 265 
Women and children are among the dead as three 
suicide bombers target Shia pilgrims in separate 
and horrific attacks. 

2010.07.06 Iraq Baghdad 6 37 
Six Shiite pilgrims are dismembered by Sunni 
bombers in three attacks. 

2010.07.06 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
Two women are brutally shot to death by Jihadis 
passing by in a car. 

2010.07.06 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 A Shia civilian is killed by Sunni gunmen. 

2010.07.06 Afghanistan Ghazni 6 0 
Six construction workers are kidnapped by Sunni 
hardliners and then murdered in captivity. 

2010.07.05 Pakistan Lower Dir 1 14 One person is killed by a suicide car bomber. 

2010.07.05 Nigeria Jos 3 0 
Three Christian farmers are brutally slain in a 
'mindless' attack by militant Muslims. 

2010.07.05 Yemen Hadramout 2 3 
An al-Qaeda ambush leaves two locals soldiers 
dead. 

2010.07.05 Iraq Kirkuk 1 0 
A Sunni is handcuffed and murdered by suspected 
al-Qaeda. 

2010.07.05 Pakistan Peshawar 1 0 A tribal elder is gunned down by Islamic militants. 

2010.07.05 Chechnya Vedensky 1 2 
A Russian serviceman is assassinated by 
Mujahideen gunmen. 

2010.07.05 Somalia Labadhagah 8 0 
Rival Islamic groups clash, leaving eight dead in 
drive-by assassinations. 

2010.07.05 Egypt Cairo 0 1 
A Christian convert survives an attempt by Muslim 
radicals to behead him for leaving the faith. 

2010.07.05 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A 54-year-old Christian father of three bleeds to 
death after Islamists bomb his car in a targeted 
attack. 

2010.07.04 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
Suspected Mujahid shoot a young child in the head 
and chest. 

2010.07.04 Pakistan Kalat 4 7 
Sectarian Jihadis open fire on a vehicle carrying 
day laborers, taking down four. 

2010.07.04 Afghanistan Helmand 5 8 
Four children are among five innocents blown to 
bits by Taliban bombers at a market. 
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2010.07.04 Thailand Yala 2 3 
Two people are killed when Islamic insurgents 
detonate a bomb outside a school. 

2010.07.04 Iraq Baqubah 2 0 
Two brothers are gunned down by Muslim 
terrorists. 

2010.07.04 Iraq Mosul 2 4 A Shahid suicide bomber takes out two Iraqis. 

2010.07.04 India Kerala 0 1 
A Christian professor has his forearm and hand 
hacked off by Muslims for the alleged crime of 
insulting Muhammad. 

2010.07.04 Ingushetia Magas 2 4 
Islamists murder two Russian soldiers in a brutal 
ambush. 

2010.07.04 Iraq Ramadi 4 23 
Women and children are among the casualties 
when a female suicide bomber blows herself 
outside a building entrance. 

2010.07.04 Nigeria Ganawuri 3 0 Muslims hack three Christians to death. 

2010.07.03 Pakistan Gurguri 4 7 
Four security personnel are murdered by Taliban 
roadside bombers. 

2010.07.03 Yemen Batis 1 0 
al-Qaeda kidnap and execute a local intelligence 
officer. 

2010.07.03 Nigeria Kizachi 7 5 
A school teacher and mother of six are among 
seven Christians brutally executed in their homes 
by Muslim raiders. 

2010.07.03 Pakistan Khyber 2 5 Islamic militants kill two locals with a bomb. 

2010.07.02 Pakistan Khyber 3 2 
Islamic hardliners execute three local soldiers and 
keep two others in captivity. 

2010.07.02 Thailand Yala 3 0 
Jihadis take out three school guards with a 
roadside blast on their vehicle. 

2010.07.02 Iraq Ramadi 1 0 A Sunni scholar is murdered by sectarian rivals. 

2010.07.02 Iraq Mandali 1 0 
A pregnant woman is found dead from a suspected 
honor killing. 

2010.07.02 Pakistan Quetta 1 0 
Sunnis fire from a moving car on a Shia scholar, 
killing him on the spot. 

2010.07.02 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
A 46-year-old man is gunned down by Muslim 
radicals while riding home. 

2010.07.02 Afghanistan Kunduz 5 20 
Six Shahid suicide bombers target a humanitarian 
agency, murdering five innocents. 

2010.07.02 Kosovo Mitrovica 1 10 
Muslims throw a grenade into a pro-Serb rally, 
killing one participant. 

2010.07.01 Somalia Hudur 1 0 
A Christian convert from Islam is publicly executed 
in a soccer stadium by Islamists. 

2010.07.01 Thailand Narathiwat 5 0 
Civilians are among five shot to pieces at point-
blank range by Muslim radicals while riding in a 
truck. 

2010.07.01 Ethiopia Shabelle 6 8 
A Muslim 'commando' murders six Ehiopian 
soldiers. 

2010.07.01 Pakistan Quetta 2 1 
Two young girls die from splinter injuries suffered 
in a grenade attack on their home. 

2010.07.01 Pakistan Lahore 44 175 Over forty Sufi worshippers are blown to bits in 
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their own mosque by Sunni bombers. 

2010.07.01 Yemen Zinjibar 1 0 al-Qaeda gunmen assassinate a local official. 

2010.07.01 Iraq Baghdad 1 9 
A Sunni leader is killed by a bomb planted by 
suspected a Shia militia. 

2010.07.01 Iraq Samarrah 1 2 
One person is killed in their own home by sectarian 
bombers. 

2010.07.01 India Kupwara 2 0 
Islamic militants shoot two Indian soldiers to death 
during an infiltration attempt from Pakistan. 

2010.07.01 India Udhampur 1 0 
Hizb-ul-Mujahideen abduct a civilian, then shoot 
him as he is trying to escape. 

2010.06.30 Algeria Tinzaouatine 11 0 
Eleven local security personnel are shot to pieces 
at point-blank range by Islamic fundamentalists. 

2010.06.30 Iraq Baghdad 2 1 
Mujahid shoot two policemen to death at a 
checkpoint. 

2010.06.30 Pakistan Hub 4 5 
Four factory workers are killed when sectarian 
Jihadis toss a grenade under their car. 

2010.06.30 Iraq Kirkuk 1 0 A woman is tortured and killed by Sunni insurgents. 

2010.06.30 Chechnya Grozny 0 7 
A suicide bomber near a concert hall injures seven 
people. 

2010.06.30 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A 13-year-old girl is murdered by an Islamist bomb 
blast near her home. 

2010.06.30 Ethiopia Nogob 9 11 
Ogaden Fedayeen stage a nightime raid and kill 
eleven local soldiers 

2010.06.30 Pakistan Tumair 1 0 
A 17-year-old girl is shot in the head by her uncle 
after a jirga determines that she deserves to die for 
marrying for love. 

2010.06.29 Iraq Mosul 0 0 
A woman shot to death in her home is among three 
people killed in separate attacks. 

2010.06.29 Somalia Mogadishu 4 15 
Four civilians are killed during an al-Shabaab 
attack on a government building. 

2010.06.29 Afghanistan Farah 4 0 
Four local soldiers are dismembered by a roadside 
bomb. 

2010.06.29 Iraq Baiji 3 13 A Jihadi car bomb leaves three people dead. 

2010.06.29 Afghanistan Kabul 1 0 
A UN staffer is gunned down in a brutal Islamic 
ambush at an intersection. 

2010.06.29 Iraq Baghdad 1 0 
An 18-year-old girl is taken down by Mujahid 
gunmen. 

2010.06.29 Iraq Khalis 4 0 
Suspected insurgents murder four members of the 
same family outside their home, including a 9-year-
old girl. 

2010.06.28 Pakistan Bajaur 4 0 
Four local soldiers are murdered in a Taliban 
ambush. 

2010.06.28 Afghanistan Zabul 6 5 
Religious extremists bomb a vehicle from a private 
security firm, killing six occupants. 

2010.06.28 Pakistan Karachi 4 0 
Four civilians are murdered in separate sectarian 
attacks. 

2010.06.28 DRC Mutwanga 16 0 ADF Islamic rebels attack a village and murder 
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(Congo) sixteen civilians. 

2010.06.28 Iraq Baghdad 2 4 
Muslim terrorists attack a family inside their home, 
leaving two women dead. 

2010.06.28 Afghanistan Ghazni 8 0 
Sunni hardliners use a roadside bomb to kill eight 
civilians. 

2010.06.28 Ethiopia Jarar 7 6 
Seven soldiers are killed in a raid by Ogaden 
Jihadis. 

2010.06.28 Iraq Baghdad 2 4 Mujahid bombers take down two local cops. 

2010.06.27 Bosnia Bugojno 1 6 Wahhabis bomb a police station, killing one officer. 

2010.06.27 Afghanistan Meymaneh 4 0 
Four Norwegian soldiers riding along a highway 
are killed by a Taliban bomb blast. 

2010.06.27 India Jolly 1 0 
A 21-year-old Muslim girl dies from being thrown 
down the stairs by her family for having sex. 

2010.06.26 Iraq Fallujah 4 0 
al-Qaeda gunmen murder four jewelry shop 
owners. 

2010.06.26 Dagestan Kizilyurt 2 0 
A local businessman is among two people shot to 
death by suspected Islamic militia. 

2010.06.26 Afghanistan Panjwaii 2 0 
Two Canadian medics are murdered by Taliban 
ambushers while traveling to defuse a bomb. 

2010.06.25 Afghanistan Uruzgan 11 0 
Eleven civilians are murdered by the Taliban, six of 
whom are beheaded. 

2010.06.25 Iraq Samarrah 11 0 
Eleven victims of Islamic terrorists are pulled from 
a well. 

2010.06.25 Algeria Tebessa 0 5 
Two children, including a baby, are injured when 
Islamic fundamentalists open up on their car with 
automatic weapons. 

2010.06.25 Dagestan Nazran 2 0 
Two local cops are gunned down in their vehicle by 
passing Jihadis. 

2010.06.25 Algeria Stah Guenter 5 1 
Five members of a wedding party are cut to pieces 
by Islamic gunmen. 

2010.06.24 Iraq Khalis 7 0 
A woman and two brothers are among seven 
Sunnis shot to death by suspected al-Qaeda in 
three attacks. 

2010.06.24 Iraq Mosul 8 19 
Dedicated Fedayeen suicide bombers take out 
eight Iraqis in two attacks. 

2010.06.23 Philippines Basilan 4 2 
Four mini-bus passengers are machine-gunned to 
death by Religion of Peace advocates. 

2010.06.23 Afghanistan Uruzgan 7 0 
Seven construction workers are blown to bits by 
Taliban bombers. 

2010.06.23 Pakistan Karachi 2 0 Two lovers are gunned down in an honor killing. 

2010.06.22 India Kupwara 1 0 
An Indian officer succumbs to injuries from a 
militant terror attack. 

2010.06.22 Iraq Fallujah 1 0 
A critic of al-Qaeda is assassinated by the Islamist 
group. 

2010.06.22 Iraq Mosul 3 0 
Two women and a man are reported killed by 
Sunni bombers. 

2010.06.22 Iraq Baghdad 2 8 Two Iraqis are killed by a roadside bomb. 
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2010.06.22 Pakistan Orakzai 7 12 
Seven security personnel are slain in two Taliban 
ambushes. 

2010.06.22 Ukraine Dneprovka 1 0 
A Muslim fanatic yells 'Allah Akbar' as he stabs a 
5-year-old boy to death. 

2010.06.21 Pakistan Quetta 2 0 
Two Shia brothers are shot dead by a Sunni 
terrorist outfit. 

2010.06.21 Thailand Pattani 0 3 
A mother and two children suffer shrapnel injuries 
when Muslim rivals toss a grenade into their 
mosque. 

2010.06.21 Pakistan Punjab 5 0 
Religious clerics lead a mob into the home of a 
Christian man and slaughter his wife and four 
children. 

2010.06.21 Pakistan Karachi 1 2 
Sectarian Jihadis fire on a group of brothers, killing 
one. 

2010.06.21 Sudan Darfur 3 1 
Three UN troops are murdered by suspected 
Islamic-backed militia while guarding civilian 
engineers. 

2010.06.21 Afghanistan Awtar 1 0 
Sunni fundamentalists kidnap and behead a local 
leader. 

2010.06.21 Afghanistan Kunar 12 14 
The Taliban claim a suicide bombing at a clinic that 
leaves a dozen dead. 

2010.06.21 Afghanistan Helmand 10 2 
Ten local police are cut down by a Taliban 
roadside bomb. 

2010.06.20 Iraq Baghdad 8 0 
Six prostitutes and two johns are shot to death by 
Islamic fundamentalists in a brothel. 

2010.06.20 Pakistan Peshawar 2 0 
Two women are executed by the Taliban for 
committing adultery. 

2010.06.20 Afghanistan Lashkar Gah 3 15 
A 12-year-old girl is among three civilians killed 
when Islamists bomb a bank. 

2010.06.20 India Poonch 1 2 
An Indian trooper is taken down by an Islamist IED 
blast. 

2010.06.20 Pakistan Kupwara 2 2 
Pakistanis fire across the border into India, killing 
two porters. 

2010.06.20 Iraq Baghdad 28 57 
Twenty-eight souls, including women and children, 
are sent to Allah by two Shahid two suicide 
bombers at a bank. 

2010.06.20 India Sopore 1 0 Mujahideen shoot a civilian to death. 

2010.06.20 Iraq Baghdad 4 16 Four Iraqis are taken out by Jihadi bombers. 

2010.06.20 Pakistan Dir 2 2 
Two recruits are killed when Fedayeen storm a 
police training camp. 

2010.06.20 Afghanistan Nangarhar 2 0 
Fundamentalists murder two children when they hit 
their home with a rocket. 

2010.06.20 Pakistan Khyber 5 2 
Five members of a family are exterminated in their 
own home by Muslim gunmen. 

2010.06.19 Thailand Pattani 2 1 
A married couple is murdered in their car by 
Religion of Peace gunmen, who also injure their 2-
year-old daughter. 

2010.06.19 Pakistan Dera Ismail Khan 1 8 A passerby is killed when Jihadi bombers target a 
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police vehicle. 

2010.06.19 Iraq Jbala 3 0 
Three Iraqis are shot to death by suspected al-
Qaeda. 

2010.06.19 Yemen Aden 11 4 
al-Qaeda gunmen walk into a government building 
and calmly gun down eleven people, including 
women and a young child. 

2010.06.18 Iraq Qaim 7 10 
Seven Iraqi soldiers are taken down by Islamic 
gunmen. 

2010.06.18 Iraq Baqubah 0 30 
Thirty people are injured when Mujahdeen set off a 
car bomb in a residential neighborhood. 

2010.06.18 Iraq Qaim 4 6 
Four local security personnel are murdered by 
Jihadi roadside bombers. 

2010.06.18 Iraq Samarrah 1 0 
An older man is shot to death in his home by his 
own son because he interpreted for U.S. troops. 

2010.06.18 Iraq Tuz Khurmato 8 63 
Eight people are cut to pieces by a parked car 
bomb outside a home. 

2010.06.18 Pakistan Mohmand 6 0 
Six local soldiers are abducted and executed in 
captivity by Sunni fundamentalists. 

2010.06.18 Somalia Mogadishu 3 0 
At least three Somali troops are killed during a 
brutal al-Shabaab ambush. 

2010.06.17 Pakistan Karachi 2 0 
A Shia doctor is among two people shot to death in 
sectarian attacks. 

2010.06.17 Iraq Fallujah 5 1 
al-Qaeda gunmen wipe out a family of five Iraqis in 
their home, including a baby. 

2010.06.17 Thailand Pattani 2 0 
Two Buddhists are gunned down by Muslim 
terrorists in separate attacks. 

2010.06.17 Pakistan Maidan Wardak 1 0 
A civilian is abducted by the Taliban and brutally 
beheaded. 

2010.06.17 Iraq Abu Saida 2 3 Two policemen are murdered by Jihadi bombers. 

2010.06.16 Iraq Baghdad 1 4 
A street begger is killed when terrorists attach a 
bomb to a car. 

2010.06.15 Afghanistan Helmand 2 0 
Two British soldiers are shot while trying to guard 
Afghan civilians. 

2010.06.15 Afghanistan Herat 6 0 
The Taliban take down six civilians with two 
remote-controlled bomb attacks. 

2010.06.15 Pakistan Mohmand 2 0 
Two members of a peace committee are cut down 
by religious extremists while returning home. 

2010.06.15 Iraq Mosul 3 0 
Three Iraqis are murdered in their home by 
Mujahid gunmen. 

2010.06.15 Afghanistan Kandahar 3 1 
The Taliban detonate a bomb next to a car, killing a 
17-year-old boy and two others. 

2010.06.15 Iraq Mosul 1 0 al-Qaeda militants assassinate a local official. 

2010.06.14 Pakistan Karachi 2 0 
An elderly man is among two people shot to death 
in separate sectarian attacks. 

2010.06.14 Israel Hebron 1 2 
Palestinian gunmen shoot an Israeli police officer 
to death. 

2010.06.14 Iraq Baghdad 2 4 Muslim terrorists murder two local policemen with 
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an IED. 

2010.06.14 Iraq Balad 3 0 
Three Iraqis are shot to death by suspected al-
Qaeda. 

2010.06.14 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
A Buddhist man on his way to buy food is shot 
twice in the head and back by Muslim terrorists. 

2010.06.14 Pakistan Bannu 2 4 
Two police officers are killed when Islamic militants 
ambush them with grenades and gunfire. 

2010.06.14 Pakistan Peshawar 0 1 
A Christian professor is badly beaten by his 
students for refusing to embrace Islam. 

2010.06.14 Iraq Sammarah 1 0 
A convert to Christianity is murdered by his own 
son and nephew for 'abandoning Islam'. 

2010.06.14 Iraq Mosul 1 25 
Jihadis manage to kill a patron with a bomb at a 
local market. 

2010.06.14 Afghanistan Wardok 4 0 
Four local cops are taken down in two attacks by 
Sunni fundamentalists. 

2010.06.13 Thailand Yala 1 3 
A soldier protecting teachers is taken apart by an 
Islamic bomb. 

2010.06.13 Thailand Yala 2 26 
A 34-year-old Buddhist is among two who die from 
injuries suffered when Islamic separatists throw a 
bomb into a tea shop. 

2010.06.13 Iraq Mosul 3 0 
Mujahideen gun down three Iraqis, including a 
woman. 

2010.06.13 Iraq Baghdad 24 46 
al-Qaeda militants storm a bank, killing two dozen 
people with bombs and bullets. 

2010.06.13 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 
A member of a peace committee is shot full of 
holes by local Taliban. 

2010.06.13 Pakistan Bajaur 3 0 
A married couple and their young son are 
murdered by her strict Muslim family for marrying 
for love. 

2010.06.13 Pakistan Quetta 1 0 
A videotape is released showing the slaughter of a 
humanitarian worker in captivity. 

2010.06.13 Canada Montreal, QB 0 1 
A 19-year-old girl is stabbed by her mother in an 
honor attack. 

2010.06.12 Afghanistan Kandahar 5 0 
Five local cops are dismembered by a Taliban 
roadside blast. 

2010.06.12 Pakistan Karachi 2 0 Sunni and Shia exchange targeted assassinations. 

2010.06.12 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
Holy Warriors shoot a woman to death in her 
home. 

2010.06.12 Dagestan Derbent 2 1 Islamic snipers take down two local police. 

2010.06.12 Thailand Yala 4 0 
Four civilians are gunned down in separate attacks 
by Muslim radicals. 

2010.06.12 Pakistan Khyber 2 0 
Two tribesmen are kidnapped and murdered by 
Islamic fundamentalists. 

2010.06.12 Somalia Huruwaa 2 0 
Two men are shot to death by Islamic milita for 
watching the World Cup on TV. 

2010.06.11 Afghanistan Mata Khan 4 0 
Four construction workers are brutally shot to 
death by Sunni fundamentalists. 
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2010.06.11 Afghanistan Zabul 4 0 
Four human beings at a market are blown to Allah 
by a suicide bomber. 

2010.06.11 Iraq Jalawla 8 27 Jihadis take out eight souls with a suicide blast. 

2010.06.11 Iraq Baghdad 3 9 
Terrorists plant a bomb in a garbage pile, killing 
three bystanders. 

2010.06.11 Algeria Lakhdaria 4 20 
Four people are killed when fundamentalists blow 
up an explosives laden truck along a city street. 

2010.06.11 Philippines Maluso 3 0 
Three lumberjacks are kidnapped and beheaded 
by Abu Sayyaf militants. 

2010.06.11 Afghanistan Kandahar 9 8 
Four women and three children riding a minibus 
are among nine civilians torn apart by an Islamist 
shrapnel bomb. 

2010.06.11 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
A 29-year-old man is gunned down by Islamic 
militia outside a motorcycle repair shop. 

2010.06.11 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 
Sunni assassins shoot a Shia father to death on his 
way to work. 

2010.06.10 Iraq Baghdad 4 8 A Shahid suicide bomber murders four civilians. 

2010.06.10 Iraq Kirkuk 1 0 
A woman is shot to death inside her home by 
Mujahid. 

2010.06.10 Iraq Tikrit 5 15 
Five people are taken out in a Religion of Peace 
bomb blast. 

2010.06.10 Pakistan Karachi 1 3 
Islamists are suspected of bombing a Navy office, 
leaving one dead. 

2010.06.09 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 A Shia is shot to death by sectarian rivals. 

2010.06.09 Thailand Yala 1 23 
A 5-year-old girl is murdered in a grenade attack by 
Islamic separatists. 

2010.06.09 Iraq Shurqat 2 2 
Two Iraqis are gunned down by suspected al-
Qaeda. 

2010.06.09 Iraq Muqdadiya 2 4 
A suicide bomber on a motorcycle murders two 
civilians. 

2010.06.09 Pakistan Mohmand 2 0 Two local soldiers are killed by a Taliban ambush. 

2010.06.09 Afghanistan Kandahar 1 0 
Religious fanatics drag a local city official from his 
home and murder him. 

2010.06.09 Afghanistan Nadahan 40 73 
Forty people at a wedding are incinerated by a 
Fedayeen suicide bomber. 

2010.06.09 Iraq Baghdad 2 5 
A husband and his wife are brutally executed in 
their own home by Mujahideen. 

2010.06.09 Somalia Mogadishu 5 0 
Five government workers are blown to bits by an 
Islamist roadside bomb. 

2010.06.08 Iraq Kirkuk 1 0 
A Christian father is murdered outside his home by 
Islamist gunmen. 

2010.06.08 Afghanistan Sangin 1 0 
A 7-year-old boy is kidnapped and hanged by 
Sunni fundamentalists. 

2010.06.08 Iraq al-Halla 3 1 
Jihadis spray the inside of a vehicle with automatic 
weapons, taking out three civilians. 

2010.06.08 Iraq Mosul 2 0 Islamic militants gun down an unmarried couple. 

2010.06.08 Pakistan Orakzai 6 8 Religious fanatics storm a police checkpoint, killing 
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six officers. 

2010.06.08 Pakistan Punjab 4 3 
Four drivers are burned to death when Mujahideen 
set fire to a supply convoy. 

2010.06.08 Pakistan Quetta 1 0 
A Hindu trader is shot to death by Muslim 
kidnappers. 

2010.06.07 Iraq Abu Ghraib 3 2 
An imam and his family are cut down in front of 
their house by Religion of Peace rivals. 

2010.06.07 Iraq Sunidij 3 1 
Three brothers are shot to death in their home by 
Muslim terrorists. 

2010.06.07 Iraq Baghdad 6 37 
A series of bombs packed with ball-bearings shred 
at least six Iraqis. 

2010.06.07 Afghanistan Kandahar 2 0 
An American civilian training Afghan police officers 
is among two killed in a Fedayeen attack. 

2010.06.07 Algeria Bejaia 3 5 
Fundamentalists kill three security personnel with 
two planted bombs. 

2010.06.06 Iraq Baghdad 6 18 
Six people are ripped apart by two Jihad bomb 
blasts. 

2010.06.06 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
A 34-year-old man is gunned down in front of his 
home by Muslim radicals. 

2010.06.06 Thailand Pattani 3 0 
Three Buddhist workers, including a woman, are 
shot to death by Islamic terrorists on a shrimp farm. 

2010.06.06 Afghanistan Kandahar 1 11 
At least one person is killed by a Taliban roadside 
attack. 

2010.06.05 Pakistan Khyber 2 0 
Two passersby are killed in a shootout between 
rival Islamist groups. 

2010.06.05 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
Two politicians are assassinated by Muslim 
terrorists in separate attacks. 

2010.06.05 Afghanistan Kandahar 1 15 
Muslim terrorists set off a bicycle bomb in front of a 
Red Cross office, killing a bystander. 

2010.06.05 Yemen Marib 3 0 An al-Qaeda ambush leaves three locals dead. 

2010.06.04 Ingushetia Malgobek 1 16 
An attack on a shop by Islamic militants leaves one 
person dead. 

2010.06.04 Ingushetia Sagapshi 2 21 
A grocery store clerk is gunned down by Islamists 
who plant a bomb that then kills a rescue worker. 

2010.06.04 Pakistan Datta Khel 1 0 
An elderly man is beheaded by Religion of Peace 
zealots. 

2010.06.04 Pakistan Miranshah 1 0 
A civilian is captured by the Taliban and shot to 
death. 

2010.06.04 Iraq Mosul 2 4 
Terrorsts murder two civilians with a roadside 
bomb. 

2010.06.04 Iraq Missan 2 2 
Two Iraqis are killed when Muslim radicals rocket 
an airport. 

2010.06.04 Dagestan Makhachkala 1 1 
Muslim radicals shoot a rival imam to death in front 
of his mosque. 

2010.06.04 Philippines Basilan 3 0 
Abu Sayyaf members kidnap and murder three 
villagers. The victims were manual laborers. 

2010.06.04 Philippines Sumisip 2 1 Two residents are killed when Abu Sayyaf fire into 
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a village. 

2010.06.03 Iraq Abu Ghraib 8 0 
Eight victims of a Shiite death squad are found in a 
mass grave. 

2010.06.03 Somalia Mogadishu 2 5 
Two Uganadan peacekeepers are murdered by al-
Shabaab terrorists. 

2010.06.03 Turkey Iskenderun 1 0 
A Catholic bishop is stabbed to death by a Muslim 
who says it was Allah's will. 

2010.06.03 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
A Buddhist schoolteacher is gunned down by 
Religion of Peace proponents. 

2010.06.03 Pakistan Quetta 2 0 
A man murders his sister and her lover for having 
'illicit relations'. 

2010.06.03 Iraq Sinjar 4 14 
Four people are killed when Islamic fundamentalist 
bombers target and liquor stores. 

2010.06.03 Pakistan Sahiwal 0 3 
A pastor and his pregnant wife are brutally 
assaulted by angry Muslims accusing them of 
evangelism. 

2010.06.02 Afghanistan Marjah 4 0 
Four civilians are killed in their home during a 
Taliban ambush on a security patrol. 

2010.06.02 Afghanistan Nawzad 4 0 
Two young boys are among four civilians taken out 
by Islamist roadside bomb. 

2010.06.02 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
Islamic militants kidnap a local soldier and slit his 
throat. 

2010.06.02 Iraq Abu Ghraib 1 3 A Jihad bomb blast leaves one Iraqi dead. 

2010.06.01 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 
A Shia is brutally shot to death in a sectarian 
attack. 

2010.06.01 Pakistan Muslimabad 2 0 
A woman and her new husband are murdered by 
her former in-laws in an honor killing. 

2010.06.01 Iraq Mosul 3 1 
Mujahid successfully kill three Iraqis with an 
incendiary bomb. 

2010.06.01 Pakistan Mohmand 3 0 
Three civilians are gunned down by Taliban 
militants. 

2010.05.31 Iraq Baghdad 2 10 
Jihadis gun down a man sitting in a cafe and 
successfully kill a civilian in a separate bomb 
attack. 

2010.05.31 Pakistan Quetta 2 0 
A prayer leader and his companion are murdered 
by sectarian rivals. 

2010.05.31 Ingushetia Malgobek 1 2 
Islamic militants kill an off-duty policeman at a gas 
station. 

2010.05.31 Jordan Amman 1 0 
A 20-year-old woman is stabbed to death by her 
older brother in an honor killing. 

2010.05.31 Pakistan Lahore 6 6 
Six people are killed when Islamic militants storm a 
hospital. 

2010.05.30 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
A 50-year-old Buddhist is shot to death by four 
Muslims while sitting in a tea shop. 

2010.05.30 Afghanistan Khost 19 23 
A Fedayeen suicide bomber takes out nearly 
twenty local recruits. 

2010.05.30 Iraq Mosul 1 3 One civilian is killed in a shooting attack by Muslim 
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radicals. 

2010.05.30 Afghanistan Badakhshan 7 1 
Taliban fundamentalists murder seven local cops 
with a roadside bomb. 

2010.05.29 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
Terrorists gun down a farmer and his son in their 
field. 

2010.05.29 Dagestan Kaspiysk 1 2 
Islamic militants send a police officer to Allah with a 
roadside bomb. 

2010.05.29 Pakistan Lahore 3 1 
Three police officers are cut down by Islamic 
gunmen at a checkpoint. 

2010.05.28 Somalia Mogadishu 3 1 
Two children are among three civilians blown to 
bits by Islamic milita bombers. 

2010.05.28 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 One person is killed when rival Islamic sects clash. 

2010.05.28 Pakistan Quetta 4 0 
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi gunmen take down four 
policemen at point-blank range. 

2010.05.28 Pakistan Lahore 98 110 

Orthodox Sunni terrorists stage a bloody grenade 
and firearms assault on two mosques belonging to 
a minority sect. Nearly one hundred worshippers 
are murdered. 

2010.05.28 Pakistan Faisalabad 0 5 
Muslims fire into a Christian community, hitting five 
innocents. 

2010.05.27 Iraq Mosul 1 11 
Mujahid gun down a civilian and mortar a factory, 
woulding eleven people. 

2010.05.27 Pakistan Bajur 3 1 
A married couple and their son are brutally gunned 
down in their home by Islamic fundamentalists. 

2010.05.26 Somalia Mogadishu 6 20 
Six people are counted dead following an al-
Shabaab militia attack around a city square. 

2010.05.26 Pakistan Lahore 1 0 
Terrorists murder a lawyer outside a courthouse 
with a grenade. 

2010.05.26 Russia Starvropol 7 40 
Two young girls are among seven killed when 
terrorists bomb a concert hall. 

2010.05.26 Thailand Yala 2 52 
Islamic militants set off a bomb in front of a car 
dealership, killing two people. 

2010.05.26 Iraq Mosul 3 0 Three policemen are murdered by Mujahideen. 

2010.05.25 Iraq Baghdad 15 3 
al-Qaeda radicals gundown fifteen people working 
at a gold market. 

2010.05.25 Philippines Talipao 3 3 
Three members of a family are blown apart, when 
Abu Sayyaf members throw a grenade into their 
home. 

2010.05.24 Afghanistan Faryab 1 2 
Taliban terrorists assassinate an Afghan elder and 
peace advocate. 

2010.05.24 Iraq Mosul 2 1 
Religious extremists assassinate a secular 
lawmaker and his driver. 

2010.05.24 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
An elderly woman is murdered inside her home by 
Mujahideen. 

2010.05.24 Pakistan Quetta 2 15 
Women and children are among the casualties 
when Sunni bombers target a Shia scholar. 

2010.05.24 Afghanistan Khost 6 0 Six residents of a small village are shot to death in 
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cold blood by Islamic fundamentalists. 

2010.05.24 Afghanistan Farah 5 8 
Five civilians riding a bus are blown to bits by 
Taliban bombers. 

2010.05.24 Iraq Ramadi 1 0 
Jihadis kill a young man with a bomb planted 
outside his kitchen. 

2010.05.23 India Sopore 1 0 
Islamic militants are suspected in the murder of a 
local official. 

2010.05.23 Nigeria Jos 2 0 
Two Christians are hacked to death with machetes 
by passing Muslims. 

2010.05.22 Pakistan FATA 1 0 A tribesman, abducted the Taliban, is found dead. 

2010.05.22 Thailand Yala 2 0 
Two women, one of whom was pregnance, are 
murdered in cold blood by Mujahid gunmen. 

2010.05.22 Thailand Narathiwat 2 0 Two civilians are shot to death by Muslim terrorists. 

2010.05.22 Somalia Mogadishu 20 55 
Twenty civilians are crushed and dismembered 
during an Islamic mortar attack. 

2010.05.22 Pakistan Baizai 1 3 
A member of a peace committee is murdered in an 
Islamist ambush. 

2010.05.22 Russia Prokladnyi 3 0 
Two women and one man are gunned down in cold 
blood by suspected Islamic insurgents. 

2010.05.22 Iraq Mosul 2 4 Two Iraqis are taken out in a bomb blast. 

2010.05.21 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
Holy Warriors shoot a Buddhist nurse in the head 
as she is riding to work. 

2010.05.21 Iraq Muqdadiya 4 1 
Mujahideen invade a home and shoot four family 
members to death. 

2010.05.21 Pakistan Mir Ali 1 0 Hardliners abduct and murder a local tribesman. 

2010.05.21 Somalia Mogadishu 3 5 
Three civilians are killed during an al-Shabaab 
attack. 

2010.05.21 Iraq Diyala 35 69 
A Fedayeen drives an explosives-laden minibus 
into a crowd of shoppers and cafe patrons. 

2010.05.20 Iraq Mosul 3 8 A Shahid suicide bomber takes out three Iraqis. 

2010.05.20 Pakistan North Waziristan 2 0 
The Taliban strap explosives to two civilians and 
detonate them in a public execution. 

2010.05.20 Thailand Yala 1 0 
A Buddhist woman is gunned down in her grocery 
story by Muslim terrorists. 

2010.05.20 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 Muslim gunmen murder a 56-year-old villager. 

2010.05.19 Somalia Mogadishu 1 0 
An African peacekeeper is taken out by an Islamist 
bomb. 

2010.05.19 Philippines Basilan 2 2 
Abu Sayyaf militants ambush and kill two 
policemen. 

2010.05.19 Iraq Mussayab 6 19 
Six people at a restaurant are blown to bits by 
Islamic bombers. 

2010.05.19 Iraq Mosul 2 1 
Mujahideen gun down two local soldiers at a 
checkpoint. 

2010.05.19 Algeria Boumerdes 2 18 
An al-Qaeda roadside blast takes out two local 
soldiers. 

2010.05.19 Russia Dagestan 3 0 Muslim radicals gun down two local cops and kill a 
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third with a bomb in neighboring Chechnya. 

2010.05.19 Thailand Yala 1 0 
A 46-year-old civilian is shot and then set on fire by 
Religion of Peace separatists. 

2010.05.19 Somalia Mogadishu 2 0 
Two children are killed when Islamic militia fire a 
mortar into their home. 

2010.05.18 India Poonch 2 3 
Two Indian soldiers are murdered in a Jihad 
ambush. 

2010.05.18 Afghanistan Kabul 18 47 
At least eighteen people are massacred by a 
Fedayeen suicide bomber. 

2010.05.18 Pakistan Dera Ismail Khan 14 17 
A bicycle bomber blasts fourteen souls to Allah, 
including a small girl. 

2010.05.18 Iraq Yathrib 2 1 
Islamic terrorists blow up two Iraqi women in their 
home. 

2010.05.18 Afghanistan Kabul 1 9 A Taliban rocket attack kills a US citizen. 

2010.05.17 Iraq Sadiyah 1 0 
al-Qaeda behead a rival cleric and hang his head 
from a utility pole. 

2010.05.17 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
Three Muslims shoot a Buddhist public works 
official to death. 

2010.05.17 Thailand Yala 1 0 
A Buddhist school administrator is murdered by 
Muslim assassins on his way to work. 

2010.05.17 Iraq al-Bushaneen 1 0 
A cleric is shot to death in front of his family by 
Muslim radicals. 

2010.05.17 Pakistan Tank 1 0 
A pro-government tribal elder is murdered by 
Islamists on his way home. 

2010.05.16 Afghanistan Heart 2 2 
Two Italian peacekeepers succumb to injuries from 
a roadside bombing. 

2010.05.16 Afghanistan Kandahar 1 0 
Muslim gunmen on a motorcycle murder a man 
sitting in his car. 

2010.05.16 Somalia Mogadishu 16 31 
Sixteen civilians are killed during a vicious mortar 
attack by Islamic militia. 

2010.05.16 Afghanistan Kunar 3 0 
A pro-peace cleric is gunned down along with two 
family members by Islamic hardliners. 

2010.05.15 Afghanistan Khost 4 0 
The Taliban kidnap and brutally slaughter four 
Afghan members of a wedding party, including the 
groom. 

2010.05.15 Iraq Mosul 3 0 
A child, shepherd and mosque official are killed in 
separate Mujahid attacks. 

2010.05.15 Yemen Hibailin 1 2 Suspected al-Qaeda assassinate a guard. 

2010.05.14 Iraq Jbala 0 20 
Twenty Shias are injured when rivals blow up their 
mosque. 

2010.05.14 Iraq Tal Afar 25 108 
Muslim terrorists stage a huge suicide bombing on 
a soccer game, leaving at least two dozen 
spectators dead. 

2010.05.14 Afghanistan Ghazni 5 0 
Five private security guards are murdered in a 
Muslim ambush. 

2010.05.14 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
Islamists shoot a public health official six times in 
the chest and head. 
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2010.05.14 India Hyderabad 1 0 
Tehreek Galba-e-Islam terrorists on a motorcycle 
gun down a cop. 

2010.05.14 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A tailor who makes military uniforms is shot to 
death by Mujahideen. 

2010.05.14 Iraq Baghdad 4 8 
Four people are killed when terrorists detonate a 
bomb at a park. 

2010.05.14 India Srinagar 1 5 
One officer is killed when Islamists hurl a grenade 
toward a group of local cops. 

2010.05.13 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 
A child is shot dead in a suspected sectarian 
attack. 

2010.05.13 Iraq Baghdad 5 12 
Five Iraqis are sent to paradise by Mujahideen 
bombers. 

2010.05.13 Dagestan Makhachkala 8 4 
Eight workers on their way to repair a cell phone 
tower are blown to bits by Islamic bombers. 

2010.05.12 Pakistan Peshawar 3 3 
Islamic bombers send three seminary students to 
Allah. 

2010.05.12 Pakistan North Waziristan 2 0 
Tehreek-e-Taliban members kidnap and shoot two 
civilians to death. 

2010.05.12 Somalia Mogadishu 1 5 An al-Shabaab bombing leaves one person dead. 

2010.05.12 Iraq Baghdad 9 39 
Nine Iraqis are brought down by two terrorist 
bombings. 

2010.05.12 Pakistan Chaman 2 2 
A teenager is among two killed when Muslim 
extremists blow up a tanker truck. 

2010.05.12 Iraq Baghdad 7 22 
Jihadis detonate a bomb outside a caf�, 

murdering seven patrons. 

2010.05.12 Afghanistan Kandahar 1 0 
Islamic militants claim credit for the targeted 
assassination of a prison official. 

2010.05.12 Afghanistan Uruzgan 3 0 
A Fedayeen suicide bomber takes out three local 
cops. 

2010.05.11 Iraq Baghdad 5 16 
A Christian community may have been the target of 
a double bombing that leaves five dead. 

2010.05.11 Afghanistan Kandahar 1 0 
Islamic hardliners shoot a civilian to death inside 
his home. 

2010.05.10 Iraq Baghdad 114 350 

Suicide bombings at a textiles factory and a wave 
of other terror attacks on Iraqis, including at 
marketplaces and mosques, leave over one-
hundred dead. 

2010.05.10 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 
A Shia doctor and father of two is gunned down in 
a sectarian attack. 

2010.05.10 Pakistan Orakzai 9 5 
Islamic fundamentalists attack a local army post, 
killing nine defenders. 

2010.05.09 India Ganderbal 1 0 
Hizb-ul-Mujahideen murder the young brother of a 
former militant in his home in revenge for his 
leaving. 

2010.05.09 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
An elderly man is shot to death in front of his home 
by terrorists. 

2010.05.09 Iraq Tehran 5 0 The Islamic Republic executes five political 
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prisoners, calling them 'enemies of Allah.' 

2010.05.09 Philippines Cotabato 1 9 
Militant Muslims are suspected of tossing a 
grenade into a rival mosque, leaving at least one 
dead. 

2010.05.08 Iraq Amirli 3 5 
A mother and her son are among three killed when 
Islamic terrorists plant a bomb in a home. 

2010.05.08 Afghanistan Herat 4 0 Talibanis behead four Afghans. 

2010.05.08 Iraq Mosul 3 2 
A woman is among three people gunned down in 
separate Mujahideen attacks. 

2010.05.07 Dagestan Derbent 1 5 
A woman standing on a railway platform is 
shredded by a Jihad bomb. 

2010.05.07 Iraq Rashad 3 4 
Three Iraqis are taken down in a suspected al-
Qaeda ambush. 

2010.05.07 Pakistan Ghazi Kot 4 1 
Religious extremists machine-gun four local cops 
taking shelter from the rain inside a shed. 

2010.05.07 Somalia Shabelle 4 10 
Four hospital guards are shot dead by Hizbul Islam 
members while working their post. 

2010.05.07 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A 16-year-old boy dies from gunshot wounds to the 
head, suffered during an Ansar al-Islam 
kidnapping. 

2010.05.06 Thailand Yala 1 0 
A 52-year-old man is shot to death by Mujahideen 
while sitting in this truck 

2010.05.06 Iraq Baghdad 2 4 
Jihadi bombers take down two locals at a town 
square. 

2010.05.06 India Rafiabad 2 0 
Two security personnel are killed when Mujahid 
open fire on them from a house. 

2010.05.06 Pakistan Bahawalnagar 1 0 
A 15-year-old teenager dies from shrapnel injuries 
after militants throw a grenade into his home. 

2010.05.06 Pakistan Cantt 1 0 A civilian is murdered by a Shahid suicide bomber. 

2010.05.05 Somalia Mogadishu 1 0 
An anti-Islamist journalist is kidnapped and slain by 
his abductors. 

2010.05.05 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A college student is kidnapped and murdered by 
Ansar al-Islam. 

2010.05.05 Afghanistan Nimruz 4 15 
A woman is among four Afghans murdered by a 
Fedayeen assault on a government building. 

2010.05.05 Iraq Mosul 2 1 Islamic terrorists gun down two Iraqis in cold blood. 

2010.05.05 Iraq Ameriya 4 0 
Four people, including a rival imam are murdered 
by Sunni gunmen. 

2010.05.04 Somalia Hawa Abdi 1 0 
A man is assassinated by Islamic gunmen as he 
leaves a mosque. 

2010.05.04 Iraq Mosul 3 0 
Freedom fighters gun down a pharmacist, woman, 
and rival imam in separate attacks. 

2010.05.04 Somalia Xarardheere 1 0 
Islamists pull a 57-year-old Christian father of three 
from his home and execute him for running an 
underground church. 

2010.05.04 Afghanistan Kunduz 3 0 
Three civilians are captured and executed by the 
Taliban. 
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2010.05.03 Afghanistan Khost 1 2 
A civilian is blown to bits by a Shahid suicide 
bomber. 

2010.05.03 Iraq Sharqat 2 4 Jihadi bombers take down two Iraqis. 

2010.05.03 Iraq Kirkuk 0 0 
An accused sorcerer is shot to death outside his 
home. 

2010.05.02 Iraq Mosul 4 171 
Four people are killed, and over one-hundred 
injured when Islamic bombers target buses 
carrying young Christian students. 

2010.05.02 Pakistan Swat 1 3 
A young woman is killed when religious extremists 
throw a grenade into her home. 

2010.05.02 Somalia Kismayo 2 12 
Two people are killed when Muslim terrorists toss a 
grenade into a rival mosque. 

2010.05.02 Afghanistan Paktia 8 14 
Religion of Peace hardliners massacre a busload 
of women and children with a roadside bomb. 

2010.05.01 Pakistan Swat 3 12 
Three innocents are incinerated by a suicide 
bomber at a shop. 

2010.05.01 Russia Nalchik 1 29 
Muslim radicals set off a bomb at a race track, 
killing an elderly veteran of World War II. 

2010.05.01 Somalia Mogadishu 45 70 
Forty-five people die from shrapnel and burn 
injuries when Islamists bomb a rival mosque. 

2010.05.01 Iraq Baghdad 3 2 Three Iraqis are killed by a car bomb. 

2010.05.01 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
Sectarian Jihadis gun down a teacher leaving a 
mosque. 

2010.04.30 France Strasbourg 0 1 
A Jewish man is stabbed in the neck and hit in the 
face with an iron bar by a Muslim yelling about a 
Zionist conspiracy. 

2010.04.30 India Batamaloo 1 0 
Angry Muslims stone an innocent civilian to death 
over the cancellation of a religious march. 

2010.04.30 Iraq Garma 3 10 
Three patrons are killed when Islamic militants toss 
a bomb into a marketplace. 

2010.04.30 Pakistan Karam Kot 1 0 
The body of a brutally slain intelligence officer is 
found three weeks after being kidnapped. 

2010.04.30 Pakistan Karachi 1 5 
Islamists murder a civilian with a bomb attached to 
a motorcycle. 

2010.04.29 Iraq Baghdad 1 0 A car bomb at a rival mosque leaves one dead. 

2010.04.29 Dagestan Kazbekovsky 2 17 
Two local cops are blown to bits by a Fedayeen 
suicide bomber. 

2010.04.29 Iraq Baghdad 8 20 
Suspected fundamentalists bomb a liquor store, 
killing eight civilians. 

2010.04.29 Somalia El Bahay 6 10 
Six people are taken out by an al-Shabaab attack 
on a village. 

2010.04.28 Thailand Pattani 1 2 
A 41-year-old female health volunteer is shot in the 
head by Muslim rebels. 

2010.04.28 Afghanistan Khost 12 0 
Islamic hardliners murder a dozen civilians, mostly 
women and children, with a roadside bomb. 

2010.04.28 Pakistan Peshawar 4 15 
A Shahid suicide car bomber plows into a group of 
Pakistanis, killing at least four. 
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2010.04.28 Iraq Baghdad 6 18 
Jihadi bombers manage to take down six Iraqis 
along a city street. 

2010.04.28 Yemen Damaj 4 0 
Shiite rebels kill four people in two separate 
attacks. 

2010.04.28 Pakistan Quetta 1 0 
A Christian man is gunned down by suspected 
Muslim militants as he is washing a car. 

2010.04.27 Afghanistan Kandahar 3 35 
A Fedayeen suicide bomber sends three airport 
workers to Allah. 

2010.04.27 Iraq Baghdad 4 2 A family of four is obliterated by sectarian bombers. 

2010.04.27 Iraq Kirkuk 1 1 Jihadis take down a student in a drive-by attack. 

2010.04.27 Somalia Afgoi 0 0 
A respected humanitarian worker is shot to death 
by suspected Hizbul Islam. 

2010.04.27 Iraq Baghdad 2 12 
Two local soldiers are killed when Jihadis fire 
mortars from a residential neighborhood. 

2010.04.27 Somalia Mogadishu 2 8 Islamists attack a rival mosque, killing two. 

2010.04.26 India Budgam 1 1 Islamic militants gun down a local cop. 

2010.04.26 Iraq Fallujah 3 2 Three Iraqis are taken out by Jihadi bombers. 

2010.04.26 Afghanistan Kunduz 3 4 Three people die from a Taliban rocket attack. 

2010.04.26 Iraq Baqubah 2 7 
Two people are murdered in separate Mujahideen 
bomb blasts. 

2010.04.25 Afghanistan Zabul 4 12 
A suicide bomber detonates at a bazaar, blowing 
four innocents straight to Allah. 

2010.04.25 Thailand Pattani 1 4 Islamists fire on a garbage truck, killing one worker. 

2010.04.24 Somalia Mogadishu 2 2 
al-Shabaab Islamists kill two government soldiers 
with a landmine. 

2010.04.24 Iraq Mosul 3 0 
Two civilians and one defense volunteer are 
gunned down by Muslim militants. 

2010.04.24 Iraq Baghdad 3 19 
Jihadis bomb a marketplace, taking down three 
Iraqis. 

2010.04.24 Nigeria Jos 5 0 
Three Christians stabbed to death and two others 
hacked to pieces with machetes by a Muslim mob. 

2010.04.24 Pakistan Akwal 3 1 
Three guards are gunned down when Taliban 
terrorists attack NATO tankers. 

2010.04.24 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 
A Christian police officer is kidnapped and brutally 
tortured to death by Religion of Peace advocates. 

2010.04.23 Pakistan Miranshah 4 0 
Four captives are butchered by Islamic hardliners, 
two of whom are beheaded. 

2010.04.23 Pakistan Datta Khel 7 16 
Religious extremists ambush a Pakistani military 
convoy, killing seven. 

2010.04.23 Iraq Baghdad 69 303 
Devoted Sunnis slaughter seventy Shiite Iraqis in 
at least five deadly bomb blasts at mosques, 
homes and a shopping district. 

2010.04.22 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
A young man is gunned down by Muslim radicals 
at a nightclub. 

2010.04.22 Iraq Souz 1 3 
Terrorists set off a bomb at a home, killing a 
resident. 
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2010.04.22 Pakistan Charsadda 4 0 
The Taliban spray a car with automatic weapons, 
slaying the four occupants. 

2010.04.21 Thailand Pattani 2 52 
An Islamic insurgent throws a grenade into a group 
of policemen. 

2010.04.21 Somalia Mogadishu 5 0 
Five construction workers are kidnapped and 
beheaded by Islamic fundamentalists. 

2010.04.21 Iraq Baghdad 2 0 Two victims of sectarian violence are found dead. 

2010.04.21 Iraq Baqubah 3 14 
Jihadis bomb a restaurant near a school, a teacher 
and student are among three who die from 
shrapnel. 

2010.04.21 India Jammu 1 0 Mujahideen shoot an Indian police officer to death. 

2010.04.21 Pakistan Khyber 1 4 
A woman is killed, and her four children injured, by 
mortar shell fired by suspected militants. 

2010.04.21 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
Islamists shoot a 20-year-old man to death in his 
home. 

2010.04.21 Pakistan Sargodha 1 1 
Two young Christian brothers (ages 12 and 14) are 
beaten with an iron rod by a Muslim yelling 
religious slurs. One dies. 

2010.04.21 Thailand Pattani 1 0 A 56-year-old man is murdered by Muslim gunmen. 

2010.04.20 Pakistan Hangu 4 12 Four locals are blown to bits by Sunni bombers. 

2010.04.20 Iraq Hit 3 0 Three Iraqis are murdered by a roadside bomb. 

2010.04.20 Dagestan Makhachkala 3 0 
Islamic militants ambush two policemen with 
automatic weapons. 

2010.04.20 Iraq Tarmiyah 5 0 
Three young children are beheaded along with two 
women in a home by suspected al-Qaeda. 

2010.04.19 Pakistan Swat 2 3 
Two villagers sitting outside a shop are gunned 
down by Mujahideen. 

2010.04.19 Pakistan Peshawar 1 15 
A young boy is killed when a Fedayeen suicide 
bomber attacks a school. 

2010.04.19 Afghanistan Kabul 2 6 A suicide bomber kills two soldiers at their base. 

2010.04.19 Pakistan Landikotal 1 1 
Islamists send a mortar into a school principal's 
home, killing a woman and injuring her daughter. 

2010.04.19 Iraq Baqubah 2 2 Jihadi bombers take down two civilians. 

2010.04.19 Afghanistan Kandahar 3 4 
Three children are brutally killed when Islamists set 
off a bomb hidden in a donkey cart. 

2010.04.19 Pakistan Peshawar 25 48 
About two dozen patrons at a market are sent to 
Allah by a Holy Warrior in a suicide vest. 

2010.04.19 Nigeria Riyom 4 0 
Four Christian farmers are murdered in their field 
by Muslim terrorists. 

2010.04.19 Afghanistan Kandahar 1 0 
A popular politician is assassinated by hardliners at 
a mosque. 

2010.04.18 Iran Urmiye Prison 2 0 
The Islamic republic tortures to Kurdish prisoners 
to death on the same day. 

2010.04.18 Somalia Mogadishu 16 24 
Islamists murder sixteen people with a landmine 
and mortar attack on an airport. 

2010.04.18 Pakistan Peshawar 7 26 
A child is among seven people blown into pieces 
by a Shahid car bomber. 
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2010.04.18 Iraq Mosul 4 0 
Three women are among four civilians shot to 
death in their home by Mujahideen. 

2010.04.18 Iraq Bartala 1 0 
A member of the Shabak religious minority is 
kidnapped and murdered. 

2010.04.17 Pakistan Kohat 41 62 
Two suicide bombers, dressed in burqas, blow up 
forty-one refugees lining up for food at a displaced 
persons camp. 

2010.04.17 Iraq Basra 1 2 
Islamists gun down a woman and injure her 
husband and son. 

2010.04.16 Iraq Baaj 2 0 
Islamists kidnap two men and shoot them in the 
back of the head. 

2010.04.16 Pakistan Quetta 10 35 
A suicidal Sunni detonates in a crowd of Shia 
protesters outside a hospital, sending at least ten 
to Allah. 

2010.04.15 Nigeria Boto 2 0 
A Christian pastor and his wife are abducted by 
Muslims and burned to a crisp. 

2010.04.15 Thailand Pattani 2 1 
Muslim militants shoot three people, including a 
pork vendor. 

2010.04.15 Turkey Istanbul 1 0 
An entire family is involved in the 'honor' 
suffocation of a 2-day-old out-of-wedlock infant. 

2010.04.15 Pakistan Mingora 2 0 
Teenage Talibanis gun down two people in broad 
daylight. 

2010.04.15 Iraq Samarrah 14 0 
The bodies of fourteen kidnapping victims of a 
Sunni terror group are found in a mass grave. 

2010.04.15 Yemen Shabwa 2 1 
Separate al-Qaeda bomb blasts leave two people 
dead. 

2010.04.15 Afghanistan Kandahar 6 16 
A half dozen innocents are sent to Allah by Shahid 
suicide bomber. 

2010.04.15 Iraq Mosul 4 0 
Three women are among four civilians shot to 
death in their own home by Mujahideen. 

2010.04.14 Indonesia Jarkata 3 156 
Muslims enraged by a rumor of a revered scholar's 
tomb desecration attack security forces, hacking at 
least three to death. 

2010.04.14 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
Islamic radicals murder a village defense volunteer 
by slashing the back of his head and letting him 
bleed to death. 

2010.04.14 USA Marquette Park, IL 5 2 
After quarrelling with his wife over Islamic dress, a 
Muslim convert shoots his family members to 'take 
them back to Allah' and out of the 'world of sinners'. 

2010.04.14 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
A nurse is among two civilians gunned down by 
Islamic terrorists. 

2010.04.14 Iraq Baghdad 2 6 
A Sunni cleric is cut down by Religion of Peace 
rivals outside his mosque. A separate al-Qaeda 
attack leaves another Iraqi dead. 

2010.04.13 Philippines Isabela 9 7 
Abu Sayyaf terrorists disguised as policemen 
attack a Christian town, shooting and blasting nine 
people to death and destroying a Catholic church. 

2010.04.13 Afghanistan Kandahar 1 0 
An 18-year-old woman is brutally shot to death by 
an Islamic fundamentalist. 
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2010.04.13 Iraq Baghdad 3 5 
Suspected fundamentalists plant a shrapnel bomb 
at a liquor store shredding three patrons. 

2010.04.13 Pakistan Sargodha 0 1 
A Christian barber is badly beaten and sodomized 
by an angry mob for cutting a Muslim's beard (per 
request). 

2010.04.12 Afghanistan Faryab 4 2 
Four police officers are murdered by Taliban 
bombers. 

2010.04.12 Afghanistan Kabul 3 4 
Three women die from trauma suffered during a 
Sunni mortar attack. 

2010.04.12 Iraq Mosul 3 15 
Three Iraqis are taken out by a Shahid suicide car 
bomber. 

2010.04.12 Somalia Mogadishu 1 0 
A university student is killed when Islamic militia 
mortar an airport. 

2010.04.12 Iraq Baghdad 5 12 
A Fedayeen detonates along a city street, killing 
five innocents. 

2010.04.12 Somalia Mogadishu 6 10 
Six Somalis are destroyed by coordinated al-
Shabaab bombings. 

2010.04.11 Iraq Udhaim 3 1 
Three young brothers are dismembered by a 
terrorist bomb. 

2010.04.11 Pakistan Mardan 1 2 A police officer is killed by an Islamist ambush. 

2010.04.10 Afghanistan Kandahar 2 3 
A bomb and rocket attack on a home leave two 
Afghans dead and a mother and two daughters 
severely injured. 

2010.04.10 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
A 10-year-old child is among two people blown 
apart by Mujahid bombers. 

2010.04.10 Russia Nalchik 1 0 
Muslim terrorists are suspected in the car bombing 
death of a police officer. 

2010.04.10 Iraq Fallujah 1 4 
A woman is the only fatality when an Islamic bomb 
breaks up a family gathering. 

2010.04.10 Iraq Qayara 3 0 Three Iraqis are taken down by Jihadi bombers. 

2010.04.10 Afghanistan Herat 3 8 Three civilians are blown to bits by a Taliban bomb. 

2010.04.09 Ingushetia Ekazhevo 1 0 
A female suicide bomber walks up to a group of 
local cops and detonates, killing at least one of 
them. 

2010.04.09 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
Two Iraqis are murdered by Islamic gunmen along 
a city street. 

2010.04.08 Iraq Khalis 2 0 
Two civilians are shot dead at a marketplace by 
Mujahideen. 

2010.04.08 Nigeria Dakyo 2 0 
A teenager is among two Christians stabbed to 
death by Muslim attackers. 

2010.04.08 Iraq Shabak 1 1 
Islamic militants invade the home of a Shabak 
religious minority member and shoot him to death. 

2010.04.07 India Kupwara 1 1 
Lashkar-e-Toiba terrorists shoot an Indian soldier 
to death. 

2010.04.07 Algeria Boumerdes 1 2 Fundamentalists kill a civilian along a busy street. 

2010.04.07 Iraq Mosul 2 4 Two civilians are murdered by Jihadi bombers. 

2010.04.07 Afghanistan Jalalabad 1 15 A Shahid suicide bomber murders a civilian. 
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2010.04.07 Pakistan Hangu 2 0 
Two brothers are gunned down in their home by a 
religious extremist. 

2010.04.06 Iraq Baghdad 50 187 
At least fifty Iraqi civilians, including children, are 
blown to Allah by dedicated Sunni bombers. 

2010.04.05 Pakistan Nasirabad 2 0 
A woman and her lover are shot by her brother in 
an honor killing. 

2010.04.05 Nigeria Jos 3 12 
Three Christians are killed when their peaceful rally 
is attacked by militant Muslims. 

2010.04.05 Iraq al-Shalamija 2 2 Jihadi bombers take down two local cops. 

2010.04.05 Iraq Baghdad 6 0 
Four children, ages 6 to 11, are among a family of 
six Shia massacred in their home by Sunni 
gunmen 

2010.04.05 Pakistan Peshawar 4 18 
Tehreek-e-Taliban attack the US consulate in a 
coordinated bombing and shooting attack that 
leaves four dead. 

2010.04.05 Pakistan Timergarah 55 80 
Fifty-five people at a political rally are 
dismembered by Mujahideen bombers. 

2010.04.05 Ingushetia Karabulak 2 1 
Two Russian cops are murdered by a Fedayeen 
suicide bomber. 

2010.04.04 Pakistan Mohmand 3 0 Three villagers are cut down by a Taliban ambush. 

2010.04.04 Iraq Mosul 3 40 
Jihadis detonate a car bomb that kills at least three 
Iraqis. 

2010.04.04 Thailand Narathiwat 3 9 
Muslim terrorists open fire inside a tea shop, killing 
at least three civilians. 

2010.04.04 Pakistan Punjab 0 10 
Ten Christians are severely beaten by Muslim 
fundamentalists. 

2010.04.03 Iraq Baghdad 41 237 
Three bloody suicide blasts target the Iranian, 
Egyptian and German embassies, leaving at least 
forty dead. 

2010.04.03 Algeria Tifra 8 4 
Fundamentalists detonate two bombs an hour 
apart, sending eight souls to Allah. 

2010.04.03 Afghanistan Helmand 3 0 
Three Afghan cops are taken down by Taliban 
bombers. 

2010.04.03 Dagestan Kizlyar 1 0 A cop is gunned down in an Islamic drive-by. 

2010.04.03 Afghanistan Marja 2 4 
Women and children are among the casualties 
when a loaded tractor runs over a Taliban 
landmine. 

2010.04.02 Iraq Jalawla 2 1 
A boy and his father are killed by roadside 
bombers. The boy's mother is injured. 

2010.04.02 Afghanistan Khost 3 0 
Three security guards are killed by Sunni 
hardliners in two bombings. 

2010.04.02 Pakistan Kurram 1 1 
Islamic militants fire into a civilian vehicle, killing 
one occupant. 

2010.04.02 India Rajouri 1 0 
Lashkar-e-Toiba members draw in and kill a soldier 
with a phony surrender offer. 

2010.04.02 Somalia Mogadishu 20 62 
At least twenty civilians are killed in a 'relentless' 
assault by al-Shabaab on government positions. 
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2010.04.02 Iraq Hor Rajib 25 6 
al-Qaeda Islamists roll into a village and tie up 20 
men and five women, then shoot some to death 
and slit the throat of others. 

2010.04.01 Thailand Narathiwat 6 10 
Six Buddhist villagers are ambushed and shot to 
death by Religion of Peace radicals. 

2010.04.01 Iraq Baghdad 2 0 
A woman and girl are 'slaughtered' by suspected 
terrorists. 

2010.04.01 Pakistan Faisalabad 3 0 
Two brothers are among three members of the 
Ahamdi religious minority brutally gunned down on 
their way home from work. 

2010.03.31 Iraq Mosul 2 0 Sunni bombers take out a couple of local cops. 

2010.03.31 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
A 45-year-old civilian is shot twice in the back of 
the head by Muslim militants. 

2010.03.31 Pakistan Khyber 6 20 
Six security personnel are killed in a sustained 
attack by armed fundamentalists. 

2010.03.31 Dagestan Kizlyar 12 23 
Two suicide bombers send twelve innocent souls 
to Allah, including rescue workers. 

2010.03.31 Afghanistan Lashkar Gah 13 43 
A dozen people at a wheat market (including eight 
children) are blown to bits by a Jihad bicycle bomb. 

2010.03.31 Thailand Pattani 1 2 
Islamic militants shoot one man to death and 
wound two others as they are watching TV in their 
home. 

2010.03.30 Iraq Mosul 2 0 Two civilians are shot to death by Sunni militants. 

2010.03.30 India Hyderabad 1 25 
Muslims attack a Hindu festival, burning cows, 
destroying property and stabbing a 22-year-old to 
death. 

2010.03.30 Afghanistan Heart 5 2 
The Taliban murder five civilians with a roadside 
bomb. 

2010.03.29 Pakistan Mamoond 2 8 
Two people are killed by a Fedayeen suicide 
bomber. 

2010.03.29 Pakistan Kurram 3 0 
The Taliban kidnap and cut the throats of three 
tribal elders. 

2010.03.29 Pakistan Peshawar 2 3 
A teenage suicide bomber sends two Pakistanis to 
Allah. 

2010.03.29 Russia Moscow 38 102 
Female suicide bombers massacre about forty 
subway commuters and leave another one-
hundred in agony. 

2010.03.29 Thailand Yala 1 0 
A village chief is brutally gunned down at a 
wedding by Muslim separatists. 

2010.03.29 Iraq Kirkuk 1 0 
Terrorists kidnap a police officer and shoot him to 
death. 

2010.03.29 Pakistan Tank 1 2 
A Shahid suicide bomber murders a civilian on his 
way home from a village defense meeting. 

2010.03.29 Iraq Karbala 12 74 
A triple suicide bombing at a restaurant and an 
ambulance stand leaves a dozen dead. 

2010.03.28 Iraq Quaim 6 24 
Six people at a construction site are killed in a 
coordinated series of bomb blasts. 

2010.03.28 Somalia Mogadishu 1 0 A Somali tribal elder is assassinated by suspected 
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Hizbul-Islam militants. 

2010.03.28 Iraq Mosul 1 3 
A 3-year-old child dies when Mujahideen bombers 
target a Christian woman and her three daughters 
in their home. 

2010.03.28 Pakistan Thal 6 0 
Six truck drivers bringing supplies to a Shia town 
are kidnapped and shot dead in captivity by Sunni 
radicals. 

2010.03.27 Somalia Mogadishu 4 2 
al-Shabaab Islamists kill four people, including a 
woman, with a roadside bomb. 

2010.03.27 Afghanistan Kabul 6 7 
Children are among the casualties of three 
bombings that leave six civilians dead around the 
country. 

2010.03.27 Afghanistan Helmand 1 0 
A suicide bomber murders a British soldier clearing 
mines from a civilian road. 

2010.03.27 Iraq Saadiya 3 1 
Islamic terrorists open fire on a group of civilians 
outside their home, killing three. 

2010.03.26 Germany Berlin 0 3 
Two Jewish women and a man are brutally beaten 
after their identity is confirmed by Muslim attackers. 

2010.03.26 Iraq Khalis 53 105 
Two massive bomb blasts at a shopping area leave 
over fifty innocent people dead. 

2010.03.26 Israel Gaza Border 2 2 Two Israeli soldiers are killed by Hamas gunfire. 

2010.03.26 Afghanistan Khost 1 3 
An aid worker is killed when Talibanis fire on a 
group rebuilding a school. 

2010.03.25 Iraq Ramadi 1 8 A Shahid suicide bomber takes out an Iraqi. 

2010.03.25 Pakistan Orakzai 2 0 
Two tribal elders are abducted and beheaded by 
Religion of Peace radicals. 

2010.03.25 Iraq Baghdad 2 0 Suspected al-Qaeda bombers murder a Sunni. 

2010.03.25 Iraq Touz Khormato 2 6 Two people are killed by Jihadi bombers. 

2010.03.25 Afghanistan Khost 2 4 
Two Afghan civilians are killed when Islamic 
hardliners attack a NATO base. 

2010.03.25 Iraq Baghdad 2 0 
A mother and daughter are brutally shot to death in 
their home by Muslim terrorists. 

2010.03.24 Afghanistan Kabul 2 1 
Islamic militants stop a vehicle with a roadside 
bomb, then machine-gun the occupants. 

2010.03.24 Afghanistan Ghazni 3 0 
Three local cops are blasted to death by Taliban 
bombers. 

2010.03.24 Afghanistan Uruzgan 2 0 
Two men working for a land-mine clearing 
operation are murdered by Islamists. 

2010.03.24 Iraq Radwaniya 5 0 
Five Iraqi soldiers are shot to death execution style 
at a checkpoint. 

2010.03.24 Iraq Hit 3 2 
A teenage suicide bomber murders three people in 
their home. 

2010.03.23 Iraq Balad Ruz 1 0 
Suspected al-Qaeda bombers take down a Sunni 
leader. 

2010.03.23 Somalia Afgoye 1 0 
Islamists execute a Christian father of ten children 
at close range in front of his home. 

2010.03.23 Pakistan Orakzai 1 0 A tribal elder is abducted and executed by religious 
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extremists. 

2010.03.22 Pakistan Rawalpindi 1 1 
A Christian dies after being burned alive three days 
earlier for refusing to embrace Islam. His wife was 
also raped. 

2010.03.22 Iraq Radwaniya 2 0 Islamic 'insurgents' gun down two policemen. 

2010.03.22 Iraq Baghdad 2 0 
Two city workers are brutally shot to death by 
Muslim terrorists. 

2010.03.22 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
An electrician is murdered in front of his home by 
drive-by Jihadis. 

2010.03.21 Iraq Garma 2 0 
A man and wife are shot to death in their home by 
al-Qaeda. 

2010.03.21 Pakistan Quetta 4 5 
A suicide bomber on a bicycle pedals to paradise, 
taking four innocents with him. 

2010.03.21 Afghanistan Helmand 10 7 
Ten Afghans at a market are blown to bits by a 
Shahid suicide bomber. 

2010.03.21 Iraq Yusufiya 3 5 Three Iraqis are taken down by a roadside bomb. 

2010.03.21 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
An elderly man is gunned down in his home by 
Islamic terrorists. 

2010.03.21 Afghanistan Khost 3 3 
Three young men are killed when Islamists bomb a 
picnic area. 

2010.03.21 Pakistan North Waziristan 4 0 
Tehreek-e-Taliban hardliners abduct and execute 
four local tribesmen. 

2010.03.20 Pakistan Peshawar 1 0 
Hardliners beat a student to death for playing 
music, which they consider to be against Islamic 
teaching. 

2010.03.20 Pakistan Quetta 4 0 
Four Shias are shredded by gunfire in a suspected 
sectarian attack. 

2010.03.20 Pakistan Kurram 1 6 
A woman is killed in the crossfire when rival 
religious groups clash. 

2010.03.20 Somalia Kismayo 1 0 Islamists gun down a rival. 

2010.03.19 Thailand Pattani 1 0 Muslim radicals gun down an auto parts salesman. 

2010.03.19 Iraq Baghdad 4 7 
Four Iraqis are blown to bits by Mujahideen 
bombers. 

2010.03.19 Pakistan Kurram 2 3 
Islamists attack the houses of peace committee 
members, leaving two dead. 

2010.03.18 Israel Netiv Haasara 1 0 
A 30-year-old farm laborer is killed by a Palestinian 
rocket fired from Gaza. 

2010.03.18 Pakistan Mohmand 1 0 A young girl is taken out by a Taliban landmine. 

2010.03.18 Iraq Sherquat 2 0 
Two men are abducted and beheaded by 
suspected al-Qaeda. 

2010.03.18 Iraq Baghdad 1 0 Islamic terrorists murder a woman inside her home. 

2010.03.18 Iraq Mosul 2 1 
A woman in her home is among two people 
murdered by Islamic terrorists. 

2010.03.18 Pakistan Bajaur 1 0 
Islamists gun down an off-duty policeman on his 
way home. 

2010.03.17 Pakistan Khyber 5 2 
Five security personnel are slain by an Islamist 
attack on a checkpost. 
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2010.03.17 Thailand Yala 1 2 
Muslim militants murder a teenage boy and 
seriously injure his parents. 

2010.03.17 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A 55-year-old Christian father is shot down in cold 
blood. 

2010.03.17 Nigeria Dyie 13 6 

Thirteen more Christian villagers are massacred by 
Muslim raiders in an overnight attack, including a 
mother and two children burned to death. Victims 
also had their tongues cut out. 

2010.03.16 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
A woman and her daughter are gunned down by 
Sunni terrorists. 

2010.03.16 Thailand Pattani 1 1 
Islamists shoot a 38-year old teacher to death in an 
attack that leaves his 7-year-old son injured. 

2010.03.16 Thailand Narathiwat 1 1 
Islamic radicals shoot a 43-year-old Buddhist 
civilian to death. 

2010.03.16 India Srinagar 4 9 
A salesman is among four people murdered in two 
separate attacks by Islamic snipers. 

2010.03.16 Pakistan Kurram 3 0 
Three local tribesmen are killed in a botched 
kidnapping attempt by Taliban hardliners. 

2010.03.16 Iraq Mussayab 8 11 
Jihadis plant two bombs on a bus that leave eight 
dead and eleven more in agony. 

2010.03.15 Iraq Fallujah 8 28 
A Shahid suicide bomber detonates among a 
group of laborers, leaving at least eight dead. 

2010.03.15 Somalia Mahaday 1 0 
The Christian pastor of an underground church is 
hunted down like an animal by Islamists and shot 
to death. (He was not a convert to Islam). 

2010.03.15 Afghanistan Ghazni 3 0 
Three civilians are shredded by a Taliban shrapnel 
bomb. 

2010.03.15 Iraq Mosul 3 2 
Three police are killed in separate Mujahideen 
attacks. 

2010.03.15 Iraq Khaldiya 1 0 
A Sunni cleric is assassinated by Religion of Peace 
rivals. 

2010.03.14 Afghanistan Marjah 1 0 
A reported beheading of a local civilian by the 
Taliban is confirmed. 

2010.03.14 India Srinagar 1 5 
Islamic militants lob a hand grenade at a police 
vehicle, killing one officer. 

2010.03.14 Iraq Mosul 4 2 
Four local cops are cut to pieces by Jihadi roadside 
bombers. 

2010.03.14 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
An imam leaving a mosque is gunned down by 
Religion of Peace rivals. 

2010.03.14 Pakistan Khyber 2 0 
An electrician is among two civilians shot to death 
by Islamic militants. 

2010.03.14 Pakistan Dera Ismail Khan 1 0 Islamic terrorists kill a civilian with a landmine. 

2010.03.13 Iraq Baghdad 3 19 
Three Iraqis are taken down by a pair of Jihad 
blasts. 

2010.03.13 Pakistan Mohmand 3 0 
Three tribal members are machine-gunned to 
death by Religion of Peace radicals. 

2010.03.13 Afghanistan Kandahar 35 52 
About thirty innocent people are incinerated by a 
series of paradise-seeking suicide bombers 
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2010.03.13 Pakistan Mingora 17 51 
Seventeen people at a courthouse are blown to 
bits by a Tehreek-e-Taliban suicide bomber pulling 
a rickshaw. 

2010.03.12 Thailand Yala 2 2 
A respected police chief is murdered by Islamic 
bombers six months short of retirement. 

2010.03.12 Iraq Karbalah 2 3 A car bomb follows prayers, leaving two dead. 

2010.03.12 Pakistan Lahore 62 85 
Over sixty innocents are sent to Allah by two 
Fedayeen suicide bombers. 

2010.03.12 Egypt Marsa Matruh 0 23 
Twenty-three Christians are injured when a Muslim 
mob attacks their community after rumors of a 
church construction. 

2010.03.12 Iraq Zoubaa 1 1 
Freedom fighters kill a young boy outside of a 
policeman's home. 

2010.03.12 India Srinagar 1 0 
A civilian standing outside a mosque is murdered 
by a Mujahideen sniper. 

2010.03.11 Somalia Mogadishu 2 0 
Two telecom employees are dragged into the 
street and beheaded by Religion of Peace 
extremists. 

2010.03.11 Afghanistan Paktia 3 1 
Three local security personnel are murdered by 
fundamentalist bombers. 

2010.03.11 Pakistan Bajaur 2 0 
Two people are killed in a shooting ambush by 
Islamic militants. 

2010.03.11 Thailand Pattani 3 1 
Three telephone company workers are shot by 
Mujahideen and then set on fire while still alive. 

2010.03.11 Afghanistan Kapisa 5 3 
Four children and one adult are dismembered by a 
Taliban roadside blast. 

2010.03.11 Pakistan Peshawar 4 21 
A child is among four people taken down by a 
suicide bomber. 

2010.03.11 Pakistan Karachi 4 0 
Four Sunnis are shot to death by Shiites while 
riding in a car. 

2010.03.11 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
Islamists gun down a 61-year-old Buddhist broom 
salesman. 

2010.03.10 Somalia Mogadishu 42 83 
At least forty civilians are killed during a sustained 
assault by al-Shabaab militia. 

2010.03.10 Afghanistan Paktika 5 4 
Five security personnel are killed by a Shahid 
suicide bomber. 

2010.03.10 Afghanistan Faryab 2 4 
Two children are blown apart by a terrorist 
landmine. Four others are injured. 

2010.03.10 Pakistan Oghi 6 0 
Six aid workers of a Christian charity are herded 
out of their office by Muslim gunmen and machine-
gunned to death. 

2010.03.09 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
A 45-year-old salesman is shot once in the back of 
the head, then set on fire by Religion of Peace 
terrorists. 

2010.03.09 Pakistan Punjab 1 0 
A 36-year-old Christian is hacked to death with an 
ax after refusing to embrace Islam. 

2010.03.09 Iraq Mosul 1 0 Sunni terrorists gun down a man at a bus station. 

2010.03.09 Somalia Mogadishu 3 0 At least three civilians are killed during an attack by 
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Islamic militia. 

2010.03.09 Lebanon Hakr al-Daheri 1 0 
A 24-year-old woman with a boyfriend is shot twice 
in the head by her brother to 'cleanse the family 
honor.' 

2010.03.09 Afghanistan Khost 2 3 
A Shahid suicide bomber at a military base kills two 
soldiers. 

2010.03.09 Somalia Mogadishu 1 0 Islamists assassinate a rival in an open-air market. 

2010.03.08 Niger Niamey 5 0 
Five members of a border patrol lose their lives to 
an al-Qaeda ambush. 

2010.03.08 Pakistan South Waziristan 2 1 
Two tribal elders are blown apart by a Taliban 
roadside bomb. 

2010.03.08 Iraq Fallujah 2 1 Two civilians are gunned down by Sunni terrorists. 

2010.03.08 Pakistan Lashkar-e-Islam 2 0 
Lashkar-e-Islam gunmen take down two people in 
separate attacks. 

2010.03.08 Afghanistan Badghis 12 0 
Ten civilians and two local cops are dismembered 
by two Sunni bombs. 

2010.03.08 Pakistan Lahore 15 60 
Fifteen people are blown to bits by a Fedayeen 
suicide bomber at an office park. 

2010.03.07 Nigeria Dogo Nahauwa 528 600 

Over five-hundred Christians, mostly women and 
children, are hacked to death by Muslim raiders 
with machetes in a night-time attack on their 
village. The killers yelled 'Allah Akbar,' as they 
chopped. 

2010.03.07 Yemen Sanaa 2 0 
Two hospital guards are gunned down by an al-
Qaeda terrorist. 

2010.03.07 Iraq Baghdad 51 140 
Over fifty Iraqis are taken down in a series of bomb 
blasts and shootings around the country by 
Mujahideen intent on disrupting elections. 

2010.03.07 Pakistan Orakzai 1 0 
The beheaded body of a tribal elder is found a few 
days after his abduction by the Taliban. 

2010.03.07 India Srinagar 1 0 
A 30-year-old shopkeeper is murdered by Islamic 
gunmen. 

2010.03.07 Afghanistan Baghlan 19 0 
At least 19 civilians are killed when the Taliban and 
Hezb-e-Islami fundamentalist terror groups clash. 

2010.03.07 Pakistan Lahore 1 0 
A Christian man dies during a home invasion by 
Muslim gunmen. 

2010.03.06 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
A taxi driver dies after a savage machete attack by 
Muslim separatists. 

2010.03.06 Iraq Garma 1 2 A woman is taken out by a Jihadi bomber. 

2010.03.06 Iraq Najaf 4 54 
Four Shia pilgrims are killed when Sunni radicals 
bomb a shrine. 

2010.03.05 Iraq Mussayab 1 0 A child is blown apart by Mujahideen bombers. 

2010.03.05 Pakistan Hangu 12 35 
At least four women are among a dozen dead 
Shiites after a Sunni suicide bomber detonates 
near a passenger bus. 

2010.03.05 Somalia Dhobley 1 0 
A mother of four is dragged out of her home and 
beheaded by Islamic hardliners. 
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2010.03.04 Pakistan Chamarkand 1 0 
One person is killed when religious extremists 
attack a security post with rockets. 

2010.03.04 Iraq Baghdad 17 61 
Three separate Jihad bombings take the lives of 
seventeen people, including voters waiting in line. 

2010.03.04 Afghanistan Kandahar 5 0 
Five construction workers are shot to pieces at 
point-blank range by Islamic terrorists. 

2010.03.03 Somalia Mogadishu 12 49 
Children are among those killed during an al-
Shabaab assault. 

2010.03.03 Iraq Kirkuk 2 0 
Terrorists stab a man and his wife to death inside 
their home. 

2010.03.03 Iraq Baquba 33 55 
Three Shahid suicide bombers take down more 
than thirty Iraqis in coordinated attacks. 

2010.03.03 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
An imam is gunned down in his mosque by 
Religion of Peace rivals. 

2010.03.02 Pakistan Khuzdar 2 12 
Suspected fundamentalists bomb a music show, 
killing two college students. 

2010.03.02 Thailand Pattani 2 2 
Islamists open fire on a father and his three 
daughters, killing him and a 7-year-old. 

2010.03.01 Philippines Mindanao 1 0 
A Chinese national dies from health complications 
suffered during an Abu Sayyaf kidnapping. 

2010.03.01 Afghanistan Baghdad 3 0 
A 10-year-old boy is among three people killed by 
dedicated Islamic bombers. 

2010.03.01 Afghanistan Lashkar Gah 2 0 
Two employees of a construction company are 
incinerated by a Sunni roadside bomb. 

2010.03.01 India Shimoga 1 0 
A man dies from injuries after being hit with stones 
thrown by a mob angered over a newspaper article 
deemed insulting to Islam. 

2010.03.01 Pakistan Karak 4 24 
A Holy Warrior sends four innocents to Allah with a 
suicide bomb. 

2010.03.01 Afghanistan Kandahar 1 15 A civilian is killed by a Taliban bomb. 

2010.03.01 Iraq Baghdad 4 0 
Islamic fundamentalists bomb a liquor store, killing 
the owner and three patrons. 

2010.03.01 Afghanistan Kandahar 4 0 
Four civilians die in a brutal suicide attack on a 
bridge. 

2010.02.28 Iraq Khalidiya 2 2 Jihadis take out two Iraqis with a car bomb. 

2010.02.28 Afghanistan Khost 6 0 Six local soldiers die in two Taliban bomb attacks. 

2010.02.28 Afghanistan Helmand 11 0 
Two women and two children are among eleven 
civilians taken down by Islamic bombers. 

2010.02.28 Afghanistan Kabul 5 2 
Muslim terrorists shoot five family members to 
death inside their home. 

2010.02.27 Pakistan Dera Ismail Khan 7 38 
Seven people are killed in a sectarian mob attack 
on a seminary. 

2010.02.27 Pakistan Karak 4 23 
A child is among four locals murdered in separate 
suicide bombings. 

2010.02.27 Pakistan Dera Ismail Khan 1 7 
A sectarian sniper takes down one civilian in a 
Sunni procession. 

2010.02.27 Philippines Tubigan 15 13 Women and five children (ages 1 to 11) are among 
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thirteen gunned down by Moro Islamists sweeping 
through a Christian village. 

2010.02.27 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
Islamic separatists pump a 70-year-old man full of 
bullets as he is walking home. 

2010.02.27 Egypt Teleda 0 2 
A pastor and his wife are brutally gunned down by 
Religion of Peace advocate, angry that they are 
trying to build a church. 

2010.02.27 Somalia Diif 1 0 A man is beheaded by Islamic militia. 

2010.02.26 Liberia Voinjama 4 23 
A Muslim mob burns churches and kills at least 
four Christians. 

2010.02.26 Afghanistan Kabul 17 32 
Religious extremists attack guesthouses with 
suicide bombs and gunfire, killing seventeen 
people, including several foreigners. 

2010.02.26 Somalia Mogadishu 4 5 
An Islamist landmine attack leaves four local 
soldiers dead. 

2010.02.26 Iraq Mosul 3 22 
Three Iraqis are taken down by a Jihadi bomb 
planted in a dumpster. 

2010.02.26 Iraq Baghdad 1 0 
An imam is shot to death by members of a rival 
mosque. 

2010.02.26 Pakistan Lahore 0 3 
A Christian family is terrorized in their home by a 
Muslim gang. One girl is raped and the other 
stabbed four times. 

2010.02.25 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
Two members of a minority community are gunned 
down in their store by militant Muslims. 

2010.02.25 
Saudi 
Arabia 

Riyadh 1 3 
Four British cyclists are deliberately run down by 
drivers in two cars. A 54-year-old humanitarian 
worker dies from injuries. 

2010.02.25 Somalia Dhobley 1 0 
Islamists behead a man for expressing loyalty to a 
rival group. 

2010.02.25 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
Two women are killed in separate Jihad attacks. 
One is stabbed and the other beheaded. 

2010.02.25 India Pulwama 1 0 Mujahideen gun down a shopkeeper. 

2010.02.24 Pakistan Hangu 3 3 
Suspected Islamic radicals fire on a railway car, 
killing three passengers, including a college 
student. 

2010.02.24 Iraq Baghdad 1 0 
Terrorists assassinate a judge with a bomb outside 
his home. 

2010.02.24 Pakistan North Waziristan 3 0 
Three civilians have their throats cut by the 
Taliban, who throw their headless bodies into a 
ditch. 

2010.02.24 Pakistan Peshawar 4 0 
Four young brothers, ages 4 to 17, are destroyed 
by a Taliban rocket attack on their home. 

2010.02.23 Iraq Baghdad 3 5 
Islamists plant a bomb on a dead body, which kills 
three people assigned to remove the corpse. 

2010.02.23 Afghanistan Lashkar Gah 7 14 
Seven civilians at a bus stop are blown to pieces 
by a bicycle bomb. 

2010.02.23 Iraq Mosul 3 0 
A Christian father and his two sons are murdered 
in their home. They were relatives of a priest. 
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2010.02.23 Iraq Mosul 2 5 Jihadis gun down two local cops. 

2010.02.23 India Baramulla 3 3 
Islamic militants open fire on a group of Indian 
soldiers, killing three. 

2010.02.23 Ingushetia Ordzhonikidzevskaya 1 0 
A security officer is gunned down in his car by 
Muslim rebels. 

2010.02.22 Iraq Baghdad 8 0 
Eight Shia family members, including a pregnant 
woman are shot and beheaded in their home by 
suspected al-Qaeda. 

2010.02.22 Pakistan Swat 6 5 
A half-dozen people are taken down by a Shahid 
suicide bomber at a marketplace. 

2010.02.22 Iraq Ramadi 5 5 
A Jihadi car bomb takes down five Iraqis outside a 
government building, including a 6-year-old boy. 

2010.02.22 Iraq Baghdad 7 8 
A university professor and a streetsweeper are 
among seven people shot to death by Muslim 
terrorists in separate attacks. 

2010.02.22 Algeria Boumerdes 1 5 
A local soldier is killed in a bomb attack by Islamic 
fundamentalists. 

2010.02.22 Pakistan Peshawar 1 1 
A prominent Shia leader is assassinated by Sunni 
gunmen. 

2010.02.22 Iraq Baghdad 4 0 
Sunni militants invade a home and gun down a 
Shia woman and her three daughters. 

2010.02.22 India Baramulla 1 3 
A local family is brutally assaulted by Muslim thugs, 
who smash the head of their 10-day old infant with 
a rock. 

2010.02.22 Indonesia Aceh 2 0 
A man and his son are shot to death by Jemaah 
Islamiyah linked terrorists. 

2010.02.22 Thailand Narathiwat 2 0 
Two guards at a shop are shot to death in a Muslim 
drive-by. 

2010.02.22 Pakistan Mingora 13 41 
Four women are among more than a dozen 
innocents blasted to death by a Shahid suicide 
bomber. 

2010.02.21 Iraq Taji 1 7 
Sunni gunmen fire on a bus carrying Shia pilgrims, 
killing at least one passenger. 

2010.02.21 Pakistan Khyber 2 0 

The heads of three Sikhs, kidnapped by the 
Taliban, are discovered. Two were businessmen 
who did not pay the Jizya. The other would not 
embrace Islam. 

2010.02.21 Somalia Mogadishu 3 0 Three men are killed in a Hizbul Islam bombing. 

2010.02.21 Iraq Khanaqin 5 1 
Jihadis gun down five guards at a power station at 
point-blank range 

2010.02.21 Iraq Tikrit 1 2 
A suicide bomber targeting a mosque manages to 
kill one civilian. 

2010.02.20 Afghanistan Helmand 6 2 
The Taliban open fire on a group of police officers 
clearing a poppy field, killing six. 

2010.02.20 Pakistan Balakot 1 3 
Three suicide attackers manage to kill only one 
police officer in assaults on two stations. 

2010.02.20 Afghanistan Helmand 2 0 
Two civilians on a motorcycle are murdered by 
Mujahid bombers. 
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2010.02.20 Ingushetia Nazran 2 37 Two people are blown to bits by an Islamic bomb. 

2010.02.20 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A 57-year-old Christian shopkeeper is kidnapped 
and brutally shot to death by Muslim kidnappers. 

2010.02.20 Pakistan Swat 1 0 
The body of a businessman kidnapped earlier by 
Islamic fundamentalists is discovered. 

2010.02.20 UK Huddersfield 1 0 
A Muslim gang of five beats a Sikh shopkeeper to 
death with a hammer. 

2010.02.20 Bangladesh Baghaichhari 8 200 
At least eight people are killed when Muslim 
villagers riot against Christian and Buddhist 
neighbors. 

2010.02.20 Somalia Buale 1 0 
Muslim extremists murder a man for refusing to 
pay zakat. 

2010.02.20 Iraq Mosul 3 2 Three Iraqis are dismembered by Sunni bombers. 

2010.02.19 Iraq Tal Afar 1 0 Islamic gunmen murder a cop on his way home. 

2010.02.19 Philippines Basilan 2 1 Two local soldiers killed by an Abu Sayyaf bomb. 

2010.02.19 Iraq Ramadi 10 15 
Terrorists successfully kill ten Iraqis with a car 
bomb. 

2010.02.19 Afghanistan Kandahar 4 0 
Four civilians are taken down by a Taliban 
roadside bomb. 

2010.02.19 Somalia Kismayo 1 0 
al-Shabaab Islamists shoot a man to death at a 
roadblock. 

2010.02.18 Pakistan Mingora 1 2 
Taliban hard-liners ambush a police patrol, killing 
one officer. 

2010.02.18 Iraq Mosul 0 22 A Jihadi car bombing injures two dozen people. 

2010.02.18 Thailand Yala 1 12 
Industrious Islamists shoot a civilian to death in 
one district and set off a motorcycle bomb in 
another. 

2010.02.18 Pakistan Tirah 31 110 
Thirty people are incinerated by a Shahid suicide 
bomber at a rival mosque. 

2010.02.18 Iraq Baghdad 13 26 
A Fedayeen suicide bomber sends over a dozen 
Iraqis to Allah. 

2010.02.17 Thailand Narathiwat 2 0 
Religion of Peace advocates behead two 
government soldiers trying to guard teachers. 

2010.02.17 Philippines Mindanao 1 2 
A 9-year-old boy is taken down by a Moro Islamist 
landmine. 

2010.02.17 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
Another young Christian is shot to death by Muslim 
extremists. 

2010.02.16 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
A woman and a civil servant are gunned down in 
separate Jihad attacks. 

2010.02.16 Iraq Mosul 2 9 
Holy Warriors manage to kill two Iraqis with a car 
bomb. 

2010.02.15 Somalia Diif 1 0 A man is beheaded by al-Shabaab. 

2010.02.15 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
A 36-year-old man is shot to death by Islamic 
militants at his work site. 

2010.02.15 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A 20-year-old Christian student is kidnapped and 
brutally murdered by Mujahideen. 

2010.02.15 Thailand Narathiwat 2 0 A rubber tapper and her daughter are gunned 
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down by Muslim radicals on the plantation where 
they worked. 

2010.02.15 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A 42-year-old Christian is shot to death in front of 
his store. 

2010.02.15 Somalia Mogadishu 2 2 
An al-Shabaab suicide bomber targets a moving 
vehicle, killing two bystanders. 

2010.02.15 Yemen Jawf 1 0 
A 51-year-old man is shot to death by Shia radicals 
while eating lunch. 

2010.02.15 Lebanon Ain el Hilweh 2 0 
An attack by a Sunni fundamentalist group leaves 
two people dead, including a woman. 

2010.02.14 Pakistan Khyber 3 0 
Muslim radicals gun down three civilians in 
separate attacks. 

2010.02.14 Iraq Baghdad 2 6 Mujahideen bomb a cafe, killing two patrons. 

2010.02.14 Pakistan Sindh 3 16 
Suspected fundamentalists bomb a movie theater, 
leaving at least three innocents dead. 

2010.02.14 Dagestan Novogodari 3 0 
A young girl is among three people killed when 
Muslim gunmen open up on a vehicle. 

2010.02.14 Thailand Pattani 2 0 
Islamists brutally murder a Buddhist woman and 
her 13-year-old daughter. 

2010.02.14 Iraq Mosul 1 1 
Islamists enter a Christian businessman's home 
and murder him. 

2010.02.14 Ingushetia Nazran 2 0 
Jihadis wipe out a young man and his mother near 
the entrance to a mosque. 

2010.02.13 Iraq Kufa 6 10 
A female suicide bomber murders at least six Shia 
pilgrims headed to a religious ceremony. 

2010.02.13 India Pune 17 37 
Five women are more than a dozen innocents 
blasted to death by a Mujahid bomber at a bakery 
near a Jewish center. 

2010.02.13 Afghanistan Kandahar 2 7 
A Fedayeen suicide bomber sends two other souls 
to Allah. 

2010.02.13 Thailand Pattani 1 2 
Muslim militants shoot a man sitting on his front 
porch with friends. 

2010.02.13 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
A 44-year-old man is gunned down by Islamic 
militants while using the restroom. 

2010.02.13 Pakistan Kasur 1 0 
A Muslim mob beats a young man to death after 
his father declares himself a prophet. 

2010.02.12 Yemen Saada 1 7 
Militant Shiites ambush and kill a government 
soldier. 

2010.02.12 Thailand Pattani 1 0 A 38-year-old man is murdered by Muslim gunmen. 

2010.02.12 Somalia Afgoye 2 0 al-Shabaab Islamists shoot two civilians to death. 

2010.02.12 Iraq Buhriz 2 0 
A man and his son are blown to bits by Jihadi 
bombers. 

2010.02.11 Iraq Baghdad 1 0 
An imam at a mosque is gunned down by sectarian 
rivals. 

2010.02.11 Philippines Cotabato 1 0 
Muslim extremists shoot a man to death as he is 
riding a motorbike to work. 

2010.02.11 Pakistan Bannu 15 24 Fifteen innocents are blown to bits in a double 
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suicide bombing by Islamic militants. 

2010.02.11 Iraq Mosul 1 0 Jihadis murder a 17-year-old with an IED. 

2010.02.10 Israel Nablus 1 0 
A Palestinian policeman walks up to an Israeli 
soldier and stabs him to death. 

2010.02.10 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
A Buddhist man at a bird singing competition is 
brutally gunned down by Muslim radicals. 

2010.02.10 Pakistan Khyber 18 10 
A teenage Fedayeen suicide bomber detonates 
along a highway, killing nearly twenty others. 

2010.02.10 Iraq Baquba 2 1 
Jihadi gunmen take down two Iraqis in their own 
home. 

2010.02.10 Somalia Hamarjajab 5 7 
al-Shabaab militants take out five Somalis with a 
roadside bomb. 

2010.02.10 Iraq Abu Ghraib 2 4 
Two Iraqi cops are blown apart by Mujahideen 
bombers. 

2010.02.10 Pakistan Khyber 1 2 The Taliban murder a member of a rescue team. 

2010.02.10 Thailand Pattani 2 0 
Two men are shot to death by Mujahideen in 
separate attacks. 

2010.02.09 Sudan al-Baytari 4 15 
Janjiweed militia attack a refugee camp and 
murder four residents. 

2010.02.09 Egypt Menoufia 1 0 
A young Christian carpenter is gunned down at 
close range by a Muslim policeman in a suspected 
sectarian attack. 

2010.02.09 Iraq Baghdad 1 1 Muslim assassins murder a man in front of his wife. 

2010.02.08 Thailand Yala 1 0 
A 41-year-old man is shot to death in his own 
backyard by Islamists. 

2010.02.08 Pakistan Rawalpindi 4 1 
Muslim terrorists open fire on a vehicle, killing two 
occupants and two bystanders. 

2010.02.08 Iraq Baghdad 1 3 
One civilian is killed by Jihadi bombers while 
crossing a bridge. 

2010.02.08 Pakistan Khyber 1 4 
A young girl is killed in a rocket attack by Sunni 
hardliners. 

2010.02.08 Somalia Mogadishu 10 20 
al-Shabaab claims responsibility for a series of 
attacks that leave at least ten civilians dead. 

2010.02.08 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
Islamic radicals target a Buddhist teacher riding 
home on his motorcycle. He is shot and then set on 
fire. 

2010.02.08 Pakistan Punjab 0 1 
A Christian man is beaten unconscious for refusing 
to embrace Islam. 

2010.02.08 India Sopore 1 0 
A police officer is gunned down by Muslim 
militants. 

2010.02.07 Pakistan North Waziristan 1 0 
An Afghan refugee is kidnapped and murdered by 
Islamic hardliners. 

2010.02.07 Iraq Mosul 1 1 
A female veterinarian is shot to death by Holy 
Warriors. 

2010.02.07 Iraq Diwaniya 1 3 Jihadis bomb a minibus, killing one occupant. 

2010.02.07 Afghanistan Kandahar 4 2 
Islamists detonate a hidden bomb under a bridge, 
taking out a car full of local cops. 
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2010.02.07 Afghanistan Mazar-e Sharif 3 1 
Two Swedes and their interpreter are shot to death 
by religious extremists dresses as police. 

2010.02.06 Thailand Narathiwat 1 1 
A local soldier in a moving truck is killed by a 
Mujahideen sniper. 

2010.02.05 Pakistan Karachi 33 80 
A Christian family and dozens of Shiites are blown 
to bits by Sunni bombers at two locations, one a 
hospital. 

2010.02.05 Iraq Karbalah 41 154 
A barbaric Sunni double car-bombing against Shia 
pilgrims at a religious festival leaves at least forty 
dead. 

2010.02.05 India Sopore 3 0 
Islamic terrorists approach a police checkpoint and 
open fire, killing a civilian and two officers. 

2010.02.05 Pakistan Malakand 1 0 
A local soldier standing guard is gunned down in 
cold blood by Islamists. 

2010.02.05 India Baramulla 2 0 
A civilian and local cop are murdered in a 
Mujahideen ambush. 

2010.02.05 Afghanistan Helmand 2 20 
Two civilians are incinerated by a Taliban roadside 
bomb. 

2010.02.04 Turkey Kahta 1 0 
A 16-year-old girl is buried alive by her family as 
punishment for talking to boys. 

2010.02.04 Iraq Baghdad 1 0 
A man leaving a mosque is killed by a suspected 
Mujahid. 

2010.02.04 Afghanistan Kandahar 3 17 
Three people are dismembered by a Shahid 
suicide bomber. 

2010.02.03 Pakistan Swat 9 115 
Four children are among nine people killed when 
the Tehrik-e-Taliban bomb am opening ceremony 
at a girl's school. 

2010.02.03 Germany 
Northrhein-
Westphalia 

1 0 
A mother of four is beheaded and then has her 
fingers cut off in a suspected 'honor' attack by her 
husband. 

2010.02.03 Iraq Baghdad 1 3 
Sunni bombers send a Shia pilgrim straight to 
Allah. 

2010.02.03 Iraq Karbalah 23 147 
A Fedayeen bomber passes out fruit to children 
before detonating, killing nearly two dozen. 

2010.02.03 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
A rubber tapper working with his wife is shot in the 
back by Muslim militants with a shotgun 

2010.02.03 Iraq Touz Khormato 1 0 
A teacher is kidnapped and killed by Muslim 
radicals. 

2010.02.02 Iraq Karbalah 3 21 
Three Shia pilgrims are murdered by Sunni 
bombers. 

2010.02.02 Pakistan Mohmand 2 2 
Two members of a peace community pay the 
ultimate price when Islamic hardliners blow them 
up. 

2010.02.02 Philippines Maluso 1 8 
Suspected Abu Sayyaf militants plant a landmine 
that kills one local soldier. 

2010.02.01 Iraq Baghdad 54 117 
A female suicide bomber murders fifty-four 
innocent Shia pilgrims at a hospitality tent, mostly 
women and children. 
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2010.02.01 Ingushetia Nazran 1 3 
Islamists fire five grenades into a building, killing at 
least one occupant. 

2010.02.01 Ingushetia Nazran 1 3 
A bomb planted in a kindergarten explodes, leaving 
one person dead. 

2010.01.31 Pakistan Mohmand 2 2 
The Taliban take out two local troops with a 
landmine. 

2010.01.31 Thailand Pattani 3 1 
A 6-year-old boy and his parents are brutally shot 
to death by Religion of Peace advocates. 

2010.01.31 Somalia Mogadishu 8 55 
A mother and her 4-year-old child are among eight 
civilians killed during an al-Shabaab mortar attack. 

2010.01.31 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A young woman is shot to death inside her home 
by Muslim terrorists. 

2010.01.30 Iraq Samarrah 2 20 
Two people at a restaurant are blown to bits by a 
Fedayeen suicide bomber. 

2010.01.30 Thailand Pattani 2 0 
A man and his wife are murdered by Islamic 
radicals while on their way to work at a rubber 
plantation. 

2010.01.30 Afghanistan Uruzgan 1 1 
A baby is killed when religious extremists use the 
mother as a human shield in an attack on Afghan 
troops. 

2010.01.30 Iraq Baghdad 1 4 Sunni bombers take out a Shia pilgrim. 

2010.01.30 Pakistan North Waziristan 2 0 
The Taliban abduct two civilians, then shoot them 
to death in captivity. 

2010.01.30 Somalia Mogadishu 12 25 
A mother and her two children are among a dozen 
civilians burned or blasted to death when Islamists 
lob mortars into their neighborhood. 

2010.01.30 Pakistan Bajaur 16 20 
A suicide bomber at a market sends sixteen 
shoppers straight to Allah. 

2010.01.30 Pakistan Bolochistan 3 7 
Sectarian Jihadis fire into a bus filled with Shia 
pilgrims, killing at least three. 

2010.01.29 Afghanistan Lashkar Gah 1 3 
At least one civilian is killed during a sustained 
Taliban assault on a commercial district. 

2010.01.29 India Kishtwar 2 0 
Two Indian troops are gunned down in cold blood 
by Islamic militants. 

2010.01.29 Afghanistan Wardak 2 0 
An interpreter suddenly turns on two US soldiers, 
killing both. 

2010.01.29 Thailand Pattani 1 2 A bomb detonated at a mosque kills a local soldier. 

2010.01.29 Somalia Mogadishu 10 35 
An al-Shabaab ambush leaves at least 10 people 
dead. 

2010.01.28 Iran Tehran 2 0 
Two people are executed for 'waging war against 
Allah'. 

2010.01.28 Somalia Mogadishu 2 5 
Two Ugandan peacekeepers die from shrapnel 
injuries suffered during an Islamist mortar attack. 

2010.01.28 Iraq Mosul 4 3 Jihadi bombers take down four Iraqis. 

2010.01.28 Iraq Adel 1 0 
An imam is gunned down by Muslim rivals while 
leaving a mosque. 

2010.01.28 Ingushetia Nazran 1 0 Islamic militants fire on a car, killing the driver. 
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2010.01.27 Somalia Hiran 8 0 
Rival Islamic groups Hizbul Islam and al-Shabaab 
go on a beheading spree, lopping off at least four 
heads apiece. 

2010.01.27 Pakistan Dir 3 0 
Three children are murdered by Taliban bombers 
while grazing their family goats. 

2010.01.27 Ingushetia Nazran 2 2 
Two police officers die in the hospital from injuries 
suffered in a Islamic ambush. 

2010.01.27 Somalia Mogadishu 1 0 Islamists assassinate a local official at a market. 

2010.01.27 Iraq Mosul 2 0 Muslim terrorists shoot two people to death. 

2010.01.27 Iraq Baghdad 2 5 
A woman is among two people murdered by 
Mujahid gunmen. 

2010.01.27 Pakistan Mardan 1 5 
A drive-by attack by Sunni hardliners leaves one 
cop dead. 

2010.01.26 Pakistan Salarzai 1 0 
A local tribesman is abducted and murdered by 
Sunni extremists. 

2010.01.26 Iraq Baghdad 22 80 
A Shahid suicide bomber murders over twenty 
people working at a police crime lab. 

2010.01.26 Somalia Mogadishu 5 3 
al-Shabaab Islamists bomb a hospital clinic, killing 
at least five. 

2010.01.26 Afghanistan Helmand 4 0 
Talibanis ambush and kill four local policemen in 
the middle of the night. 

2010.01.26 Thailand Pattani 3 0 
Two Buddhist construction workers are among 
three people gunned down Islamic separatists in 
two attacks. 

2010.01.26 Iraq Mosul 0 1 
A Christian shopkeeper is targeted by Muslim 
gunmen and seriously injured. 

2010.01.25 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
A woman and her daughter are shot to death in 
their own home by Holy Warriors. 

2010.01.25 Somalia Sool 2 3 
Two police officers are killed by a bomb hidden in a 
mosque. 

2010.01.25 Iraq Kirkuk 2 0 
Two cops sitting at a gas station are wasted by 
Sunni gunmen. 

2010.01.25 Yemen Sanaa 3 0 
al-Qaeda militants attack a checkpoint, killing three 
local soldiers. 

2010.01.25 Iraq Baghdad 41 102 
Three horrific bomb attacks on hotels leave at least 
three dozen dead and many more in agony. 

2010.01.24 Iraq Mosul 6 2 Six Iraqis are killed in two Mujahid bomb blasts. 

2010.01.23 Afghanistan Paktika 4 3 
Islamic hardliners fire into a taxi, killing three 
women and a boy. 

2010.01.23 Pakistan Gomal 4 11 
Two children are among four people dismembered 
by a suicide bomber. 

2010.01.23 Afghanistan Helmand 2 2 
Muslim radicals take out two children with an IED 
blast. 

2010.01.23 Afghanistan Helmand 1 0 
A young marine is murdered by a Fedayeen 
suicide bomber. 

2010.01.23 Pakistan Orakzai 3 0 
Three local soldiers are ambushed and killed by 
religious extremists. 
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2010.01.23 Pakistan North Waziristan 7 0 
Seven civilians are kidnapped and executed by 
Sunni hardliners. 

2010.01.23 Afghanistan Khost 1 0 
A 16-year-old boy is sent straight to Allah by 
Taliban bombers. 

2010.01.22 Iraq Baghdad 2 0 Jihadi gunmen assassinate two police officers. 

2010.01.22 Bangladesh Netrokona 0 2 
A Catholic humanitarian worker and his wife are 
attacked by a gang of Muslims. 

2010.01.22 Afghanistan Ghazni 4 1 Four soldiers are sent to Allah by Taliban bombers. 

2010.01.22 Pakistan Pattar 2 0 
Two tribal elders are murdered by Muslim militants 
and dumped under a bridge. 

2010.01.22 Pakistan Lahore 1 0 
A 12-year-old Christian girl is raped, tortured and 
killed by her Muslim employer, a respected lawyer. 

2010.01.21 Thailand Narathiwat 1 0 
A 42-year-old defense volunteer is gunned down 
by Islamic radicals while riding a motorcycle. 

2010.01.21 Pakistan Bajaur 3 22 
A woman is among three people blown to bits by 
an Islamic bomb. 

2010.01.21 Iraq Mussayab 1 5 Mujahideen murder a cop with a roadside bomb. 

2010.01.20 Iraq Mosul 0 45 
A suicide bomber injures over forty Iraqis, but 
manages to kill only himself. 

2010.01.20 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 
A woman 8-months pregnant is stabbed to death 
with an axe and dagger by her family for marrying 
against their will. 

2010.01.19 Pakistan Jandola 2 0 
Islamic hardliners end the lives of two local soldiers 
with a bomb. 

2010.01.19 Somalia Bosasso 1 0 
Fundamentalists shoot a man to death inside his 
bookstore. 

2010.01.19 Pakistan Mohmand 2 2 
Religious extremists open fire on a peace 
committee, killing two members. 

2010.01.19 Somalia Mogadishu 19 30 
Women and children are among nineteen killed 
when Islamists launch multiple assaults on 
'apostates and Christian backers.' 

2010.01.18 Afghanistan Kabul 5 71 
Fedayeen stage a massive suicide attack against 
government buildings in the capital, leaving at least 
five dead. 

2010.01.18 Pakistan Mohmand 1 2 
The Taliban attack a village, killing a defense 
volunteer. 

2010.01.18 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
Islamic terrorists gun down a Christian man inside 
a grocery. 

2010.01.18 Iraq Baghdad 5 0 
Muslim gunmen storm a humanitarian office, killing 
four workers and a mother in front of her 3-year-old 
daughter. 

2010.01.18 Algeria Kabylie 1 0 
Armed fundamentalists cut down a cop at point 
blank range. 

2010.01.17 Thailand Pattani 2 0 
Two civilians are gunned down by Islamic radicals 
in separate attacks. 

2010.01.17 Thailand Pattani 1 0 
A Buddhist woman is dismembered by a Muslim 
bomb thrown into a karaoke bar. 
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2010.01.17 Nigeria Jos 48 96 
Muslim youth go on a rampage, hacking about 48 
Christians to death after an attack outside a 
church. The victims include two pastors. 

2010.01.17 Iraq Kharab 3 0 
According to reports, three brothers are dragged 
out of their home and shot to death on their 
doorstep by Muslim terrorists. 

2010.01.17 Iraq Mosul 2 0 
At least one of two men gunned down in a targeted 
shooting is a Christian father of two. 

2010.01.17 Afghanistan Chishti Sharif 6 0 
Sunni hardliners open fire on a vehicle, killing six 
local occupants. 

2010.01.16 Iraq Baghdad 5 3 
Five Iraqis are murdered in various Mujahideen 
attacks. 

2010.01.16 Philippines North Cotabato 3 3 
Three civilians are machine-gunned to death in 
their village by Moro Islamists. 

2010.01.15 India Sopore 2 7 
Islamic militants assault a police station, killing a 
civilian and one officer. 

2010.01.15 Afghanistan Spin Boldak 5 0 
A mother and her four children are successfully 
taken out by a fundamentalist bomb attack on their 
car. 

2010.01.15 Kenya Nairobi 1 5 
A Muslim gunmen fires into a crowd, killing one 
Christian and injuring five. 

2010.01.15 Somalia Lasanod 1 0 
Suspected Islamists assassinate a senior police 
officer outside a mosque. 

2010.01.15 Somalia Mogadishu 1 2 
Three aid workers are kidnapped by suspected 
Hizbul Islam. One is found brutally murdered. 

2010.01.14 Afghanistan Uruzgan 20 13 
Three children are among twenty civilians blown to 
bits at a market place by a Fedayeen suicide 
bomber. 

2010.01.14 India Uttar Pradesh 1 0 
A 14-year-old member of the area's oppressed 
Hindu community is raped and killed by two Muslim 
men. 

2010.01.14 Iraq Najaf 27 111 
Twenty-seven people are massacred by three 
separate bomb blasts at a Shia market. 

2010.01.14 Ingushetia Nazran 1 3 Islamists shoot a cop to death outside a mosque. 

2010.01.14 Pakistan Mohmand 2 7 
Two members of a peace committee are murdered 
by Taliban roadside bombers while on their way 
home. 

2010.01.14 Iraq Baqubah 2 10 
Two people at a market are killed by a Mujahideen 
market blast. 

2010.01.14 Afghanistan Helmand 1 4 
A Shahid suicide bomber sends a local cop to 
paradise. 

2010.01.14 Thailand Pattani 2 0 
A Buddhist couple is shot to death by Muslims 
while riding to work. Their bodies are then burned. 

2010.01.13 Iraq Saqlawiya 7 6 A suicide bomber sends seven Iraqis to Allah. 

2010.01.13 Afghanistan Ghazni 1 6 
An Afghan police officer is murdered by Sunni 
roadside bombers. 

2010.01.13 Yemen Shabwa 2 0 
Two local soldiers are cut down in an al-Qaeda 
ambush. 
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2010.01.13 Pakistan Hangu 1 0 
A man is kidnapped and beheaded by Muslim 
militants, who then booby-trap the body. 

2010.01.13 Algeria Allaghane 2 0 
Two security personnel are shot to death by 
Islamic extremists. 

2010.01.13 Thailand Pattani 1 4 
Islamic terrorists ambush a group of electricians, 
killing one. 

2010.01.13 Pakistan Tank 1 6 
A child is killed from an explosive planted by 
religious radicals at a playground. 

2010.01.12 France Paris 0 1 
An actress-playwright is doused with petrol and 
nearly set on fire by three Algerians angered by her 
negative portrayal of Muslim men. 

2010.01.12 Iraq Diyala 3 5 
Terrorists murder three people with a brutal bomb 
blast. 

2010.01.12 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A 75-year-old Christian is gunned down in his 
grocery story by Religion of Peace militants. 

2010.01.11 India Jammu 1 0 
Pakistani terrorists shoot an Indian border guard to 
death. 

2010.01.11 Afghanistan Uruzgan 1 2 A policeman is cut down by a suicide bomber. 

2010.01.11 Pakistan Peshawar 1 5 
One person is crushed to death in a Taliban rocket 
attack. 

2010.01.11 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
A 51-year-old Christian man is brutally gunned 
down while selling vegetables by the side of the 
road. 

2010.01.11 Dagestan Kizlyar 2 0 
A moderate cleric and a former policeman are 
murdered in separate attacks. 

2010.01.10 Thailand Narathiwat 2 0 
Two men sitting in a tea shop are blown away by 
Muslim terrorists with automatic weapons. 

2010.01.10 Pakistan Mohmand 2 0 Suspected Islamists murder two tribal elders. 

2010.01.10 Afghanistan Uruzgan 3 0 
Three humanitarian workers die in a Taliban 
roadside attack. 

2010.01.10 India Kulgam 2 1 
Hizb-ul-Mujahideen gun down two former members 
who had renounced violence. 

2010.01.09 Afghanistan Helmand 2 6 
A British journalist is among two killed in a roadside 
Mujahideen bombing. 

2010.01.09 Iraq Mosul 1 0 
Freedom fighters kill a 16-year-old boy with a 
bomb. 

2010.01.08 Afghanistan Logar 2 0 
Two Afghans are blown away at point blank range 
by a Fedayeen. 

2010.01.08 Iraq Ras Al-Jadeh 2 0 Jihad bombers kill two local cops. 

2010.01.08 Pakistan Khyber 8 11 
Three children are among eight civilians murdered 
by a Lashkar-e-Islam suicide bomber outside a 
mosque. 

2010.01.08 Pakistan Bajaur 2 2 
Two people are blown to bits by a Taliban roadside 
bomb. 

2010.01.08 Pakistan Karachi 5 7 
Five mourners at a funeral are shot to death by 
sectarian Jihadis. 

2010.01.07 Egypt Nag Hamadi 7 10 Six worshippers and one guard are gunned down 
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by Muslim radicals as they leave mass at a 
Christian church. A 14-year-old is among the dead. 

2010.01.07 Afghanistan Uruzgan 8 0 
All eight Afghan soldiers riding in a vehicle are 
killed by a Taliban roadside bomb. 

2010.01.07 Iraq Khanaqin 3 15 Three Iraqis are cut down by a Jihadi bomb. 

2010.01.07 Thailand Yala 1 0 
A man is ripped in two by a Religion of Peace nail 
bomb. 

2010.01.07 Iraq Hit 7 6 
Women and children are among the dead when 
Mujahideen detonate planted bombs around the 
bedrooms of four homes. 

2010.01.07 Afghanistan Nangarhar 9 44 
Four children are among nine Afghans murdered 
by Islamic bombers in two attacks. 

2010.01.06 Iraq Mosul 2 1 
Two children are killed by a bomb in their home, 
suspected to have been stored there by their 
father. 

2010.01.06 India Srinagar 3 11 
Jamiat-ul-Mujahideen militants toss grenades and 
fire into a crowd at a shopping center, killing at 
least three people. 

2010.01.06 Dagestan Makhachkala 6 12 
A suicide bomber murders six Russian police 
officers. 

2010.01.06 Egypt Rafah 1 0 Hamas snipers take down an Egyptian soldier. 

2010.01.06 Somalia Bosasso 1 0 
A lawmaker is assassinated by suspected 
fundamentalists. 

2010.01.06 Pakistan Sudhanoti 3 11 
Three local soldiers are incinerated by a suicide 
bomber. 

2010.01.05 Pakistan Mohmand 2 2 Two civilians are taken down by Taliban rockets. 

2010.01.05 Pakistan Karachi 1 0 
A 70-year-old leader of a religious minority is 
murdered while sitting in his store by Jihadi 
gunmen. 

2010.01.04 Iraq Kirkuk 3 7 
Three Iraqis are murdered in a Mujahideen double 
bombing. 

2010.01.04 Iraq Mosul 3 1 Sunni bombers blast three civilians into pieces. 

2010.01.03 Pakistan Hangu 4 2 
A Taliban roadside bomb ends the lives of four 
people. 

2010.01.03 Iraq Tal Abta 3 0 
Three road construction workers are gunned down 
by Muslim terrorists. 

2010.01.03 Pakistan Bajaur 2 4 
Two tribal elders are blown to bits by a Taliban 
roadside bomb. 

2010.01.03 Pakistan Waziristan 2 5 
A bombing and separate rocket attack leave two 
people dead. 

2010.01.02 Afghanistan Kandahar 4 0 
Four American soldiers guarding a road are 
murdered by a Taliban roadside bomb. 

2010.01.02 Pakistan Orakzai 3 0 
Three civilian village guards are ambushed and 
killed by Islamic militants. 

2010.01.02 Iraq Baghdad 1 21 
Jihadi bombers take out a civilian and injure two 
dozen others. 

2010.01.02 Iraq Mosul 2 0 Two local cops are gunned down by Sunni 
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terrorists. 

2010.01.02 Somalia Dhusamareb 47 150 
al-Shabaab Islamists assault a small town. At least 
four dozen people are killed in the fighting. 

2010.01.02 Afghanistan Nimroz 5 6 
Five civilians are killed when Sunni terrorists bomb 
their pickup truck. 

2010.01.01 Somalia Hodan 1 0 
Islamists murder a 41-year-old Christian convert 
and church leader. 

2010.01.01 Pakistan Shah Hason Khel 105 100 
Children are amply represented among over one 
hundred spectators massacred at a volleyball 
tournament by a Fedayeen suicide bomber. 

  
 

CONCLUSION 

 

 For the reasons concluded herein by incontrovertible historical documentation, provided in 

this Brief and the book “THE Christian Nation Revolution, Regeneration” submitted as Exhibit A 

Louie E. Johnston Jr. respectfully requests that this Court conclude that… 

 

1. Islam is not a “religion” as defined by the Founding Fathers, whose God of The Holy Bible abhors 

and is greatly offended by murder, false gods, graven images of false gods, all liars, rejection of 

The Holy Bible as God‟s Holy Word in favor of the Quran, where lying is encouraged (Taquiyya), 

murder of Christians and Jews is required, not optional, and false gods like the Moon God of 

Arabia, known as “Allah” are not tolerated, but with God‟s wrath. 
  

2. Islam is not protected by American laws as a religion to gain preferential treatment over THE 

Christian Nation, whose Patriots past sacrificed all they had in their lifetime for our current rights 

to Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness. 

 

3. Mosques are not the same as Churches or Synagogues set aside for the act of corporate worship, 

but are more like Pentagons which their religious leaders use to train children militarily to hatred 

and murder of Christians and Jews, in opposition to the core values of THE Christian Nation. 

 

To have a mosque erected in any Christian area of THE Christian nation where it is opposed is to 

show preferential treatment of Islam over the Christian religion this country was founded on, and remains 

today the “very fabric of our society”. 

 

To allow a mosque in an area of Christian opposition is the same as allowing the false prophets of the 

false god Baal in the Old Testament to build temples of worship to false gods, the most offensive action 

possible to believers in God of the Holy Bible, collectively united as THE Christian Nation. 

 

To allow a mosque in an area of Christian opposition irresponsibly violates the Civil Rights of 

Christian Patriots in America, preventing them from their God given rights to Life, Liberty, and the 

Pursuit of happiness, as a mosque is an ever present reminder of a people who choose to hate, murder, and 

destroy Christians, Jews, and the American way of life. 
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